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Abstract. This paper contributes to the theory of the modal µ-calculus by proving some
model-theoretic results. More in particular, we discuss a number of semantic properties
pertaining to formulas of the modal µ-calculus. For each of these properties we provide a
corresponding syntactic fragment, in the sense that a µ-formula ξ has the given property
iff it is equivalent to a formula ξ 0 in the corresponding fragment. Since this formula ξ 0 will
always be effectively obtainable from ξ, as a corollary, for each of the properties under
discussion, we prove that it is decidable in elementary time whether a given µ-calculus
formula has the property or not.
The properties that we study all concern the way in which the meaning of a formula ξ
in a model depends on the meaning of a single, fixed proposition letter p. For example,
consider a formula ξ which is monotone in p; such a formula a formula ξ is called continuous
(respectively, fully additive), if in addition it satisfies the property that, if ξ is true at a
state s then there is a finite set (respectively, a singleton set) U such that ξ remains true at
s if we restrict the interpretation of p to the set U . Each of the properties that we consider
is, in a similar way, associated with one of the following special kinds of subset of a tree
model: singletons, finite sets, finitely branching subtrees, noetherian subtrees (i.e., without
infinite paths), and branches.
Our proofs for these characterization results will be automata-theoretic in nature; we
will see that the effectively defined maps on formulas are in fact induced by rather simple
transformations on modal automata. Thus our results can also be seen as a contribution to
the model theory of modal automata.

1. Introduction
This paper is inspired by the model-theoretic tradition in logic of linking semantic properties
of formulas to syntactic restrictions on their shape. Such correspondences abound in the
model theory of classical (propositional or first-order) logic [13]. Well-known preservation
results are the Los-Tarski theorem stating that the models of a formula ϕ are closed under
taking submodels iff ϕ is equivalent to a universal formula, or Lyndon’s theorem stating
that a formula ϕ is monotone with respect to the interpretation of a relation symbol R iff ϕ
Key words and phrases: modal fixpoint logic, µ-calculus, model theory, characterization results, full
additivity, Scott continuity, modal automata.
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is equivalent to a formula in which all occurrences of R are positive. In the last example,
the semantic property is monotonicity, and the syntactic restriction is positivity.
Our aim here is to establish such correspondences in the setting of the (modal) µcalculus µML, the extension of modal logic with least and greatest fixpoint operators [7].
Since its introduction by Kozen in the 1980s [35], the modal µ-calculus has found increasing
recognition as an important and natural formalism for specifying properties of processes.
The main reason for this is that µML, just like basic modal logic, strikes a very favorable
balance between expressiveness and computational feasibility. In particular, it was proved by
Janin & Walukiewicz [32] that µML is expressively complete for those monadic second-order
properties that are bisimulation invariant, so that most, if not all, interesting properties of
processes can be specified in the language. On the other hand, despite this large expressive
power, the computational complexity of the satisfiability problem for µML can be solved
in exponential time [17], which is basically the same as for any extension of modal logic
with fixpoint connectives. Other attractive features of the modal µ-calculus include a
semantics that can both be presented in a compositional, algebraic format and in intuitive,
game-theoretic terms; a natural axiomatization, formulated by Kozen [35] and proven to
be complete for the semantics, partially by Kozen himself and fully by Walukiewicz [47]; a
tight link with automata theory, established by Janin & Walukiewicz [31] and Wilke [48] via
the introduction of modal automata, of non-deterministic respectively alternating type, as
automata-theoretic equivalents to µML-formulas; and a certain internal expressive balance,
witnessed by the property of uniform interpolation, proved by D’Agostino & Hollenberg [16].
With all these positive results, the modal µ-calculus has become the canonical modal
process logic, and it seems worth while to develop its model theory in full detail. Some
results are known: in particular, preservation results, similar to the Los-Tarski and Lyndon
theorems, have been shown for the µ-calculus by D’Agostino & Hollenberg [16]. However,
in the intended semantics of µML, where models represent computational processes, and
accessibility relations, bisimulations, and trees play an important role, there are some specific
properties of interest that have not been studied in classical model theory. Important
examples that we will study here include the properties of full and complete additivity and
of continuity with respect to some fixed propositional variable p.
Full and complete additivity To define the properties of full and complete additivity,
recall that in each Kripke model S = (S, R, V ) we may formalize the dependence of the
meaning of a µ-formula ξ in S on a fixed proposition letter p as a map
ξpS : PS → PS,
defined by ξpS (X) := {s ∈ S | S[p 7→ X] ξ}, where S[p 7→ X] = (S, R, V [p 7→ X] is the
model obtained from S by modifying V so that V (p) = X. Then a formula ξ is fully additive
in p if for each model S, the operation ξpS distributes over arbitrary unions:
[  [n
o
ξpS
X =
ξpS (X) | X ∈ X ,
for any collection X of subsets of S, whereas we say that ξ is completely additive if ξpS
distributes over arbitrary non-empty unions. Clearly, the difference between S
the two S
notions
is that for full additivity we require the map ξpS to be normal, that is, ξpS ( ∅) = ∅, or
equivalently, ξpS (∅) = ∅.
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It is not difficult to see that full additivity is equivalent to requiring that for all X ⊆ S,
[
ξpS (X) =
ξpS ({x}) | x ∈ X ,
or, putting it yet differently, to the following constraint, for every pointed Kripke model
(S, s):
S, s ξ iff S[p 7→ {x}], s ξ, for some x ∈ V (p).
This is a very natural property in the context of modal logic, since for any set S, there is a
1–1 correspondence between the fully additive functions on PS and the binary (accessibility)
relations on S, the relation associated with the map f given as Rf := {(s, s0 ) | s ∈ f ({s0 })}.
Related to this, a more specific reason for studying full additivity is given by its pivotal role
in the characterization of the fragments of first- and monadic second-order logic of formulas
that are safe for bisimulations (for a detailed discussion of this notion and its relation to
full additivity we refer to section 9). Syntactic characterizations of the formulas that are
fully additive in a given proposition letter p, were obtained by van Benthem [4] in the
setting of basic (i.e., fixpoint-free) modal logic and by Hollenberg [30] in the setting of the
modal µ-calculus. As an alternative to Hollenberg’s result, we shall give a different syntactic
fragment characterizing full additivity. More precisely, we will prove that a µML-formula is
fully additive in p if it is equivalent to a formula in the fragment µMLA
{p} , where we define,
A
for a set P of propositional variables, the fragment µMLP of the modal µ-calculus by the
following grammar:
ϕ ::= p | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ψ | 3ϕ | µx.ϕ0 .
Here p belongs to P , ψ is a P -free formula (i.e., without free occurrences of proposition
letters in P ), and the formula ϕ0 belongs to the fragment µMLA
P ∪{x} . For the property of
complete additivity we obtain a very similar characterization.
Continuity Another important property featuring in this study is that of continuity. We
shall call a formula ξ continuous in a proposition letter p if for all S, and all X ⊆ S,
o
 [n S
ξp (F ) | F ⊆ω X .
ξpS X =
That is, where the meaning of ξp (X) in the case of ξ being fully additive in p depends on
the singleton subsets of X, here the meaning of ξp (X) depends on the finite subsets of X.
What explains both the name and the importance of this property, is its equivalence to
Scott continuity: for any model S, the map ξpS is continuous (in our sense) iff it is continuous
with respect to the Scott topology on the powerset algebra. Scott continuity is of key
importance in many areas of theoretical computer sciences where ordered structures play a
role, such as domain theory (see, e.g., [1]). Another motivation concerns the relation between
continuity and another property of computational interest, constructivity. A monotone
formula ξ is constructive in a proposition letter p if for each model S, the least fixpoint
of the map ξpS is reached in at most ω approximation steps. Locally, this means that a
state satisfies a least fixpoint formula if it satisfies one of its finite approximants. While the
exact relation between the two properties is not clearly understood, it is well-known that
continuity strictly implies constructivity, and we believe that in a sense continuity can be
considered as the most natural property to approximate constructivity syntactically. A full
discussion of the notion of contnuity and its relation with constructivity can be found in
section 8.
As one of the main results of this paper we will show that a µ-formula ξ is continuous
in p iff it is equivalent to a formula ϕ in the syntactic fragment µMLC
{p} , where we define,
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for any set P of propositional variables, the set µMLC
P by a mutual induction based on the
following grammar:
ϕ ::= p | ψ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | 3ϕ | µx.ϕ0 ,
where ψ is a P -free µ-formula, and ϕ0 belongs to the fragment µMLA
P ∪{x} . A first presentation
of this result was given by the first author in [23]; here we will give an alternative and more
insightful proof of this result.
Aim The general purpose of this paper is to prove, in a uniform framework, syntactic
characterization results corresponding to a number of semantic properties, including full and
complete addivity, and continuity. What these properties have in common is that they all
concern the dependence of the truth of the formula at stake, on a single proposition letter —
it will be convenient to fix this letter from now on as ‘p’. More precisely, given a Kripke
model S = (S, R, V ) (which in some cases we require to be a tree), let XS uniformly denote a
certain class of subsets of S, such as singletons, finite sets, paths, finitely branching subtrees,
etc. Let ξ be a formula of the modal µ-calculus. Assuming that ξ is monotone in p, we say
that it has the X -property with respect to p if for every pointed model (S, s) we have
S, s

ξ iff S[pX], s

ξ for some X ∈ XS ,

(1.1)

where S[pX] := S[p 7→ V (p) ∩ X] is the model obtained from S by restricting p to the set
X. In the examples that we shall consider, XS consists of the following sets1:
(a) singletons inside V (p), leading to the property of full additivity;
(b) singletons, leading to the property of complete additivity 2;
(c) finite sets, leading to the property of continuity;
(d) finitely branching subtrees, leading to the finite width property;
(e) noetherian subtrees (i.e., without infinite paths), leading to the finite depth property;
(f) branches, leading to the single branch property.
Clearly, there are some interesting relations between some of these properties. For instance,
both full and complete additivity imply continuity. Also, continuity can be seen as the
combination of a ‘horizontal’ and a ‘vertical’ component: the finite width property and the
finite depth property, respectively. The latter equivalence will be put to good use in the
paper.
The above abstract presentation allows us to summarize our results in a concise and uniform manner. Basically, for each instance (a–f) of X we present a syntactic characterization
of the X -property, in the form of a syntactically defined fragment µMLX
p ⊆ µML such that
a µ-formula has the X -property with respect to p iff it is equivalent to a formula in µMLX
p .
Since monotonicity forms part of the definition of each of the properties (a–f), to facilitate
the other proofs we first prove a slightly stronger version of D’Agostino & Hollenberg’s
Lyndon theorem; in the remainder of this introduction it will be convenient to let X also
cover the property of monotonicity.
Main results & proof method Our proofs, though different in each case, follow a uniform
method, which goes back to the proofs of Janin & Walukiewicz [32] and D’Agostino &
1There are a few subtleties here. For instance the property might only make sense when we investigate
(1.1) on certain (tree) models, we might want the set X to consist of subsets of V (p) or not, etc.
2In the formulation (1.1), the two versions of additivity differ in that for full additivity we require the
singletons in X to be subsets of V (p), for complete additivity we do not.
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Hollenberg [16]. For each property X , we will exhibit an explicit translation which, given a
µML-formula ξ, computes a formula ξ X ∈ µMLX
p such that
ξ has the X -property iff ξ is equivalent to ξ X .

(1.2)

Since in each case the translation (·)X is effectively computable, and the equivalence problem
for two given µML-formulas is decidable, as a nice corollary of (1.2) we obtain various new
decidability results. With X -prop being the problem whether a given µML-formula has the
X -property, for each X as discussed we will show that
the problem X -prop is decidable.

(1.3)

Considering that our main interest here is model-theoretic, we have not undertaken an
in-depth study of the computational complexity of the X -prop problems. What we can say is
that each of our translations (·)X will be based on the composition of simple transformations,
each of which constructs an output structure of size at most exponential in the size of the
input. From this it follows that all of the X -prop problems that we study can be solved in
elementary time.
While in almost all cases pure logic-based proofs for our results are possible (and have
been given in the dissertation of the first author [24]), the proofs we provide in this paper are
automata-theoretic in nature. Automata for the modal µ-calculus were introduced by Janin
& Walukiewicz [31] under the name of µ-automata; where these devices are non-deterministic
in nature, Wilke [48] came up with an alternating variant. We will use both alternating
and non-deterministic devices here, under the names of, respectively, modal and disjunctive
modal automata. The particular shape of our automata is logic-based: the transition map of
our structures maps states of the automata to so-called one-step formulas, and many of our
proofs are based on syntactic manipulations on these very simple modal formulas. In some
sense then, our paper is also a contribution to the model theory of modal automata.
Finally, we have formulated our results in the setting of the mono-modal µ-calculus;
that is, the language that we consider has one diamond only, and correspondingly the Kripke
models have only one accessibility relation. This restriction is solely for the purpose of
simplifying the presentation of our results and proofs. We want to stress, however, that all
of the results in this paper can be generalized to the setting of the polymodal µ-calculus,
with no conceptual and little technical complication.
Overview The paper is organized as follows. In order to fix our terminology and notation,
we give a review of the syntax and semantics of the modal µ-calculus in the following section,
and in section 3 we introduce the modal automata that we will be working with. In section 4
we make some first model-theoretic steps, proving the characterization of monotonicity, and
introducing an automata-theoretic construction that will be used in the other parts of the
paper. In the subsequent three sections we discuss the finite width property (section 5), the
single branch property (section 7) and the finite depth property (section 6). After that we
arrive the most important parts of the paper, viz., section 8 on continuity and section 9 on
full and complete additivity. In the final section of the paper we draw some conclusions,
discuss some related results, and list some open problems for future research.
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2. Preliminaries
In this paper we assume familiarity with the syntax and semantics of the modal µ-calculus,
as presented in for instance [35, 2, 28, 7, 46], and with the basic notions concerning infinite
games [28]. Here we fix some notation and terminology.
Convention 2.1. Throughout the text we fix an infinite set PROP of propositional variables,
of which we often single out a finite subset X.
2.1. Parity games.
Definition 2.2. A parity game is a tuple G = (G∃ , G∀ , E, Ω) where G∃ and G∀ are disjoint
sets, and, with G := G∃ ∪ G∀ denoting the board of the game, the binary relation E ⊆ G2
encodes the moves that are admissible to the respective players, and the priority function
Ω : G → ω, which is required to be of finite range, determines the winning condition of the
game. Elements of G∃ and G∀ are called positions for the players ∃ and ∀, respectively;
given a position p for player Π ∈ {∃, ∀}, the set E[p] denotes the set of moves that are
legitimate or admissible to Π at p. In case E[p] = ∅ we say that player Π gets stuck at p.
An initialized board game is a pair consisting of a board game G and a initial position
p, usually denoted as G@p.
Definition 2.3. A match of a graph game G = (G∃ , G∀ , E, Ω) is a (finite or infinite) path
through the graph (G, E). Such a match Σ is called partial if it is finite and E[lastΣ] 6= ∅,
and full otherwise. We let PMΠ denote the collection of partial matches Σ ending in a
position last(Σ) ∈ GΠ , and define PMΠ @p as the set of partial matches in PMΠ starting at
position p.
The winner of a full match Σ is determined as follows. If Σ is finite, it means that one
of the two players got stuck at the position last(Σ), and so this player looses Σ, while the
opponent wins. If Σ = (pn )n∈ω is infinite, we declare its winner to be ∃ if the maximum
value occurring infinitely often in the stream (Ωpn )n∈ω is even.
Definition 2.4. A strategy for a player Π ∈ {∃, ∀} is a map f : PMΠ → G. A strategy is
positional if it only depends on the last position of a partial match, i.e., if f (Σ) = f (Σ0 )
whenever last(Σ) = last(Σ0 ); such a strategy can and will be presented as a map f : GΠ → G.
A match Σ = (pi )i<κ is guided by a Π-strategy f if f (p0 p1 . . . pn−1 ) = pn for all n < κ
such that p0 . . . pn−1 ∈ PMΠ . A position is reachable by a strategy f is there is an f -guided
match Σ of which p is the last position. A Π-strategy f is legitimate in G@p if the moves
that it prescribes to f -guided partial matches in PMΠ @p are always admissible to Π, and
winning for Π in G@p if in addition all f -guided full matches starting at p are won by Π.
A position p is a winning position for player Π ∈ {∃, ∀} if Π has a winning strategy in
the game G@p; the set of these positions is denoted as WinΠ . The game G = (G∃ , G∀ , E, Ω)
is determined if every position is winning for either ∃ or ∀.
When defining a strategy f for one of the players in a board game, we can and in
practice will confine ourselves to defining f for partial matches that are themselves guided
by f .
The following fact, independently due to Emerson & Jutla [18] and Mostowski [39], will
be quite useful to us.
Fact 2.5 (Positional Determinacy). Let G = (G∃ , G∀ , E, Ω) be a parity game. Then G is
determined, and both players have positional winning strategies.
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In the sequel we will often refer to a ‘positional winning strategy’ for one of the players
in a parity game. With this we mean any positional strategy which is winning for that
player when starting at any of his/her winning positions.
2.2. Structures.
Definition 2.6. Given a set S, an A-marking on S is a map m : S → PA; an A-valuation
on S is a map V : A → PS. Any valuation V : A → PS gives rise to its transpose marking
V † : S → PA defined by V † (s) := {a ∈ A | s ∈ V (a)}, and dually each marking gives rise to
a valuation in the same manner.
Since markings and valuations are interchangeable notions, we will often switch from
one perspective to the other, based on what is more convenient in context.
Definition 2.7. A Kripke structure over a set X of proposition letters is a triple S = (S, R, V )
such that S is a set of objects called points, R ⊆ S × S is a binary relation called the
accessibility relation, and V is an X-valuation on S. A pointed Kripke structure is a pair
(S, s) where s is a point of S.
Given a Kripke structure S = (S, R, V ), a propositional variable x and a subset U of S,
we define V [x 7→ U ] as the X ∪ {x}-valuation given by

V (p) if p 6= x
V [x 7→ U ](p) :=
U
otherwise,
and we let S[x 7→ U ] denote the structure (S, R, V [x 7→ U ]). The structure S[x 7→ V (x) ∩ U ]
is usually denoted as S[xU ].
It will often be convenient to take a coalgebraic perspective on Kripke structures.
Definition 2.8. Given a Kripke structure S = (S, R, V ) over the set X, we define its
(coalgebraic) unfolding map σS : S → PX × PS given by σS (s) = (σV (s), σR (s)), where
σV (s) := V † (s) and σR (s) := R[s] are the sets of, respectively, the proposition letters true
at s and the successors of s. We will write σ rather than σS in case no confusion is likely.
Definition 2.9. A path through a Kripke structure S = (S, R, V ) is a sequence (si )i<κ
such that (si , si+1 ) ∈ R for all i with i + 1 < κ; here κ ≤ ω is the length of the path. We
let v denote the prefix (initial segment) relation between paths, and use < for the strict
(irreflexive) version of v.
Definition 2.10. Given two models S = (S, R, V ) and S0 = (S 0 , R0 , V 0 ), a relation Z ⊆ S×S 0
is a bisimulation if it satisfies, for all (s, s0 ) ∈ Z, the conditions
(prop) s ∈ V (p) iff s0 ∈ V 0 (p), for all q ∈ X;
(forth) for all t ∈ σR (s) there is a t0 ∈ σR0 (s0 ) with Ztt0 ; and
(back) for all t0 ∈ σR0 (s0 ) there is a t ∈ σR (s) with Ztt0 .
We say that s and s0 are bisimilar, notation S, s ↔ S0 , s0 if there is some bisimulation Z
with Zss0 . A function f : S → S 0 is a bounded morphism from S to S0 , notation f : S → S0 ,
if its graph {(s, f (s)) | s ∈ S} is a bisimulation.
Definition 2.11. The reflexive/transitive closure and the transitive closure of R are denoted
as R∗ and R+ , respectively; elements of the sets R∗ [s] and R+ [s] are called descendants and
proper descendants of s, respectively.
A pointed structure (S, s) is a tree (with root s) if S = R∗ [s] and every state t 6= s has
a unique predecessor. A branch of a tree (S, s) is a maximal path through S, starting at the
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root. In a tree model S, a set U ⊆ S is downward closed if for all s ∈ U , the predecessors of
s belongs to U . A sibling of a node t in a tree is a node t0 6= t with the same predecessor as t.
Given a number κ ≤ ω, a tree is κ-expanded if every node (apart from the root) has
κ − 1 many bisimilar siblings (where ω − 1 = ω). Given a pointed structure (S, s), its
κ-expansion is the structure Sκs := (S 0 , R0 , V 0 ), where S 0 is the set of all finite sequences
s0 k1 s1 . . . kn sn (n ≥ 0) such that s0 = s and ki < κ, si ∈ S and si−1 Rsi for all i > 0;
where R0 := {(s0 k1 s1 . . . kn sn , s0 k1 s1 . . . kn sn kt) | k < κ and sn Rt}; and where V 0 (p) :=
{s0 k1 s1 . . . kn sn | sn ∈ V (p)}. The 1-expansion of a pointed model (S, s) is also called its
unravelling.
Fact 2.12. Fix an ordinal κ ≤ ω. Given a pointed model (S, s), the structure (Sκs , s) is a
κ-expanded tree which is bisimilar to (S, s) via the canonical bounded morphism mapping a
path s0 k1 s1 . . . kn sn to its last element sn .
2.3. Syntax.
Definition 2.13. The language µML of the modal µ-calculus is given by the following
grammar:
ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | 3ϕ | µx.ϕ,
(2.1)
where p and x are propositional variables, and the formation of the formula µx.ϕ is subject
to the constraint that the variable x is positive in ϕ, i.e., all occurrences of x in ϕ are in
the scope of an even number of negations. Elements of µML will be called modal fixpoint
formulas, µ-formulas, or simply formulas.
We will often make the assumption that our formulas are in negation normal form.
Definition 2.14. A formula of the modal µ-calculus is in negation normal form if it belongs
to the language given by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= p | ¬p | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | 3ϕ | 2ϕ | µx.ϕ | νx.ϕ,
where p and x are propositional variables, and the formation of the formulas µx.ϕ and νx.ϕ
is subject to the constraint that the variable x is positive in ϕ. We use the symbol η to
range over µ and ν.
Convention 2.15. In order to increase readability by reducing the number of brackets,
we adopt some standard scope conventions. We let the unary (propositional and modal)
connectives, ¬, 3 and 2, bind stronger than the binary propositional connectives ∧, ∨ and
→, and use associativity to the left for the connectives ∧ and ∨. Furthermore, we use ‘dot
notation’ to indicate that the fixpoint operators preceding
the dot have maximal

 scope. For

instance, µx.¬p ∨ 3x ∨ νy.q ∧ 2y stands for µx. (¬p) ∨ (3x) ∨ νy.(q ∧ 2y)
We gather some definitions pertaining to formulas.
Definition 2.16. We let Sfor (ξ) denote the collection of subformulas of a formula ξ, defined
as usual, and we write ϕ P ξ if ϕ is a subformula of ξ. The size of ξ is defined as its number
of subformulas, |ϕ| := |Sfor (ξ)|. We write BV (ξ) and FV (ξ) for, respectively, the set of
bound and free variables of a formula ξ. We let µML(X) denote the set of µ-formulas of which
all free variables belong to the set X.
A µ-formula ξ is well-named if BV (ξ) ∩ FV (ξ) = ∅, and with every bound variable x
of ξ we may associate a unique subformula of the form ηx.δ (with η ∈ {µ, ν}). This unique
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subformula will be denoted as ηx .δx , and we call x a µ-variable if ηx = µ, and a ν-variable if
ηx = ν.
As a convention, the free variables of a formula ϕ are denoted by the symbols p, q, r, . . .,
and referred to as proposition letters, while we use the symbols x, y, z, . . . for the bound
variables of a formula.
Definition 2.17. Let ϕ and {ψz | z ∈ Z} be modal fixpoint formulas, where Z ∩BV (ϕ) = ∅.
Then we let
ϕ[ψz /z | z ∈ Z]
denote the formula obtained from ϕ by simultaneously substituting each formula ψz for z in
ϕ (with the usual understanding that no free variable in any of the ψz will get bound by
doing so). In case Z is a singleton z, we will simply write ϕ[ψz /z], or ϕ[ψ] if z is clear from
context.
Definition 2.18. Let ξ be a well-named µ–formula. The dependency order <ξ on the bound
variables of ξ is defined as the least strict partial order such that x <ξ y if δx is a subformula
of δy .
We define a map Act : Sfor (ξ) → P(FV (ξ)) assigning to each subformula ϕ P ξ the least
set Act(ϕ) such that Act(p) = {p} if p ∈ FV (ξ), Act(ϕ ∗ ψ) = Act(ϕ) ∪ Act(ψ) if ∗ ∈ {∧, ∨},
Act(♥ϕ) = Act(ϕ) if ♥ ∈ {3, 2}, Act(ηx.ϕ) = Act(ϕ) if η ∈ {µ, ν}, and Act(x) = Act(δx )
if x ∈ BV (ξ). If p ∈ Act(ϕ) we say that p is active in ϕ (relative to ξ).
2.4. Semantics.
Definition 2.19. By induction on the complexity of modal fixpoint formulas, we define a
meaning function [[·]], which assigns to a formula ϕ ∈ µML(X) its meaning [[ϕ]]S ⊆ S in any
Kripke structure S = (S, R, V ) over X. The clauses of this definition are standard:
[[p]]S := V (p)
[[¬ϕ]]S := S \ [[ϕ]]S
[[ϕ ∨ ψ]]S := [[ϕ]]S ∪ [[ψ]]S
[[3ϕ]]S := {s ∈ S | R[s] ∩ [[ϕ]]S 6= ∅}
\
[[µx.ϕ]]S :=
{U ∈ PS | [[ϕ]]S[x7→U ] ⊆ U }.
If a point s ∈ S belongs to the set [[ϕ]]S , we write S, s ϕ, and say that ϕ is true at s or
holds at s, or that s satisfies ϕ. Two formulas ϕ and ψ are equivalent, notation: ϕ ≡ ψ, if
[[ϕ]]S = [[ψ]]S for any structure S.
Throughout this paper we will rely on the bisimulation invariance of the modal µcalculus.
Fact 2.20. Let (S, s) and (S0 , s0 ) be pointed Kripke structures such that (S, s) ↔ (S0 , s0 ).
Then S, s ϕ iff S0 , s0 ϕ, for all ϕ ∈ µML.
We will usually take a game-theoretic perspective on the semantics of the modal µcalculus.
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Position z
(p, s)
with
(p, s)
with
(¬p, s) with
(¬p, s) with
(x, s)
with
(ϕ ∨ ψ, s)
(ϕ ∧ ψ, s)
(ηx.ϕ, s)
(3ϕ, s)
(2ϕ, s)

p ∈ FV (ξ) and
p ∈ FV (ξ) and
p ∈ FV (ξ) and
p ∈ FV (ξ) and
x ∈ BV (ξ)

s ∈ V (p)
s∈
/ V (p)
s ∈ V (p)
s∈
/ V (p)

Player
∀
∃
∃
∀
∃
∀
∃
∀

Admissible moves E(z)
∅
∅
∅
∅
{(δx , s)}
{(ϕ, s), (ψ, s)}
{(ϕ, s), (ψ, s)}
{(ϕ, s)}
{(ϕ, t) | sRt}
{(ϕ, t) | sRt}

Table 1: The evaluation game E(ξ, S)
Definition 2.21. Let S = (S, R, V ) be a Kripke model and let ξ be a formula in µML. We
define the evaluation game E(ξ, S) as the parity game (G, E, Ω) of which the board consists
of the set Sfor (ξ) × S, and the game graph (i.e., the partitioning of Sfor (ξ) × S into positions
for the two players, together with the set E(z) of admissible moves at each position z), is
given in Table 1. Note that we do not assign a player to positions that admit a single move
only.
To define the priority map Ω of E(ξ, S), consider an infinite match Σ = (ϕn , sn )n∈ω , and
let Inf (Σ) denote the set of (bound) variables that get unfolded infinitely often during the
match. This set contains a highest variable x (with respect to the dependency order <ξ ),
and the winner of Σ is ∃ if ηx = µ, and ∀ if ηx = ν. It is not difficult to define a priority
map Ω : (Sfor × S) → ω that is compatible with this condition, but we do not need the
details of the precise definition.
The following fact states the adequacy of the game semantics.
Fact 2.22. Let ξ be a well-named formula of the modal µ-calculus, and let (S, s) be some
pointed Kripke structure. Then S, s ξ iff (ξ, s) ∈ Win∃ (E(ξ, S)).
Finally, for our decidability results we will use the following result, due to Emerson &
Jutla [17].
Fact 2.23. The question whether a given µML-formula ξ is satisfiable can be decided in
time exponential in the size of ξ. As a corollary, the question whether two µML-formula ξ
and ξ 0 are equivalent is decidable in time exponential in the sum of the sizes of ξ and ξ 0 .
Since this paper is about various syntactic fragments of the modal µ-calculus, we gather
here some specific formulas that will be discussed as (non-)instances of these fragments
throughout the paper.
Example 2.24. Below we introduce a number of formulas, ϕ0 , . . . , ϕ6 , and for each listed
formula we explain in words its meaning in an arbitrary tree model S at the root r.
ϕ0 := p simply states that p holds at r;
ϕ1 := νy.(q ∧ 3y) expresses the existence of an infinite q-path at r;
ϕ2 := p ∧ νy.(q ∧ 3y) is the conjunction of ϕ0 and ϕ1 ;
ϕ3 := µx.p ∨ 33x expresses the existence of a p-state at an even distance of r;
ϕ4 := µx.p ∨ 22x states that any path starting at r has a p-state at even distance from
r;
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ϕ5 := νy.µx.((p ∧ 3y) ∨ 3x) expresses the existence of a path with infinitely many
p-nodes;
ϕ6 := µx.(p ∨ (3(q ∧ x) ∧ 3(¬q ∧ x))) expresses the existence of a finite binary subtree
rooted at r, of which all leaves satisfy p, and all inner nodes have both a q- and a ¬q-successor.
3. Modal automata
In this section we give a detailed introduction to the automata that feature in our proofs.
Basically, we will be working with the guarded specimens of Wilke’s alternating tree
automata [48], and with the non-deterministic versions of these which correspond to the
µ-automata of Janin & Walukiewicz [32]. As mentioned in the introduction, many of our
proofs will be based on manipulating the one-step formulas featuring as the co-domain of
the transition map of a modal automaton.
3.1. One-step logic. The transition map of our modal automata will be based on a so-called
modal one-step language, consisting of modal formulas of rank 1, built up from proposition
letters (which may have negative occurrences but must appear unguarded) and variables
(which must appear both guarded and positively).
Definition 3.1. Given a set P , we define the set Latt(P ) of lattice terms over P through
the following grammar:
π ::= p | ⊥ | > | π ∧ π | π ∨ π,
where p ∈ P . Given two sets X and A, we define the set 1ML(X, A) of modal one-step formulas
over A with respect to X inductively by
α ::= p | ¬p | 3π | 2π | ⊥ | > | α ∧ α | α ∨ α,
with p ∈ X and π ∈ Latt(A).
These formulas are naturally interpreted in so-called one-step models.
Definition 3.2. Fix sets X and A. A one-step frame is a pair (Y, S) where S is any set,
and Y ⊆ X. A one-step model is a triple (Y, S, m) such that (Y, S) is a one-step frame and
m : S → PA is an A-marking on S.
Observe that with this definition, the coalgebraic representation of a Kripke structure
(S, R, V ) can now be seen as a function σS mapping any state s ∈ S to a one-step frame of
which the carrier is a subset of S. This plays a fundamental role in the acceptance game
for modal automata, and explains the following one-step satisfaction relation 1 between
one-step models and one-step formulas.
Definition 3.3. Fix a one-step model (Y, S, m). First we define the value [[π]] ⊆ S of a
lattice formula π over A by induction, setting [[a]] := {s ∈ S | a ∈ m(s)} for a ∈ A, and
treating the boolean connectives in the obvious manner.
The one-step satisfaction relation 1 is inductively defined as follows. For the literals
and modal operators we set:
- (Y, S, m) 1 p iff p ∈ Y,
- (Y, S, m) 1 ¬p iff p ∈
/ Y,
- (Y, S, m) 1 2π iff [[π]] = S,
- (Y, S, m) 1 3π iff [[π]] 6= ∅,
while we have the standard clauses for the boolean connectives.
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3.2. Modal automata.
Definition 3.4. A modal X-automaton A is a triple (A, Θ, Ω) where A is a non-empty finite
set of states, Ω : A → ω is the priority map, while the transition map
Θ : A → 1ML(X, A)
maps states to one-step formulas. An initialized modal automaton is pair (A, a), usually
denoted as Ahai, consisting of a modal automaton A together with a designated initial state
a. The classes of (initialized) modal automata over the set X are denoted as IAut(X) and
Aut(X), respectively.
The operational semantics of modal automata is defined in terms of acceptance games.
Definition 3.5. Let A = (A, Θ, Ω) and S = (S, R, V ) be a modal X-automaton and a Kripke
structure, respectively. The acceptance game A(A, S) for A with respect to S is defined as
the parity game given by the following table:
Position
Player Admissible moves
Priority
1
(a, s) ∈ A × S
∃
{m : σR (s) → PA | σ(s), m
Θ(a)} Ω(a)
m
∀
{(b, t) | b ∈ m(t)}
0
We say that Ahai accepts the pointed structure (S, s) if (a, s) is a winning position in
the acceptance game A(A, S), and we write S, s Ahai to denote this.
Convention 3.6. We will usually identify a match Σ = (a0 , s0 )m0 (a1 , s1 )m1 (a2 , s2 )m2 . . .
of the acceptance game A(A, S) with the sequence (a0 , s0 )(a1 , s1 )(a2 , s2 ) . . . of its basic
positions.
Some basic concepts concerning modal automata are introduced in the following definition.
Definition 3.7. Fix a modal X-automaton A = (A, Θ, Ω).
The size |A| of A is defined as the cardinality |A| of its carrier set, while its weight
w(A) := max{|Θ(a)| | a ∈ A} is given as the maximum size of the one-step formulas in the
range of Θ.
Given a state a of A, we write ηa = µ if Ω(a) is odd, and ηa = ν if Ω(a) is even; we call
ηa the (fixpoint) type of a and say that a is an ηa -state.
The occurrence graph of A is the directed graph (G, EA ), where aEA b if a occurs in
Θ(b). We let A denote the transitive closure of EA and say that a is active in b if a A b.
We write a ./A b if a A b and b A a. A cluster of A is a cell of the equivalence relation
generated by ./A (i.e., the smallest equivalence relation on A containing ./A ); a cluster C is
degenerate if it is of the form C = {a} with a 6./A a. The unique cluster to which a state
a ∈ A belongs is denoted as Ca . We write a <A b if Ω(a) < Ω(b), and a vA b if Ω(a) ≤ Ω(b).
3.3. Disjunctive modal automata. Many of our proofs involve the non-deterministic
version of modal automata that we call disjunctive. The transition map of these automata
makes use of the so-called cover modality ∇, which was independently introduced in coalgebraic logic by Moss [38] and in automata theory by Janin & Walukiewicz [31] (where the
authors used a different notation). It is a slightly non-standard connective that takes a finite
set of formulas as its argument.
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Definition 3.8. Given a finite set Φ, we let ∇Φ abbreviate the formula
^
_
∇Φ :=
3Φ ∧ 2 Φ,
where 3Φ denotes the set {3ϕ | ϕ ∈ Φ}.
Remark 3.9. In words, ∇Φ holds at s iff Φ and σR (s) ‘cover’ one another, in the sense
that every successor of s satisfies some formula in Φ and every formula in Φ holds in some
successor of s. From this observation it is easy to derive that, conversely, the standard modal
operators can be expressed in terms of the cover modality:
3ϕ ≡ ∇{ϕ, >}
2ϕ ≡ ∇{ϕ} ∨ ∇∅,
where we note that ∇∅ holds at a point s iff s is a ‘blind’ world, that is, R[s] = ∅.
Definition 3.10. Let X be a given set of proposition letters and A any finite set. We define
a literal over X to be a formula of the form p or ¬p with p ∈ X, and define the language
CL(X) of conjunctions of literals to be generated by π in the grammar:
π ::= p | ¬p | > | π ∧ π
where p ∈ X. We now define the set 1DML(X, A) of disjunctive formulas in 1ML(X, A) as
follows:
α ::= π ∧ ∇B | ⊥ | α ∨ α,
where π ∈ CL(X) and B ⊆ A.
Definition 3.11. A modal X-automaton A = (A, Θ, Ω) is disjunctive if Θ(a) ∈ 1DML(X, A)
for all a ∈ A.
The non-deterministic nature of disjunctive automata is exemplified by the following
fact, which can easily be verified.
Fact 3.12. Let A be a disjunctive automaton and S an ω-unravelled tree. Then without loss
of generality we may assume ∃’s positional winning strategy to be such that each marking
m picked by the strategy at a position (a, s) satisfies |m(t)| = 1, for all t ∈ σR (s).
In many branches of automata theory a crucial role is played by a simulation theorem,
stating that automata of certain given type can be transformed into, or ‘simulated’ by,
an equivalent automaton of which the transition structure is of a conceptually simpler
kind. In the case of modal automata, such a theorem can be proved along the lines of
Janin & Walukiewicz’ characterization of the µ-calculus in terms of the non-deterministic
µ-automata [31]. For a detailed proof of the result below we refer to Venema [46].
Fact 3.13 (Simulation Theorem). There is an effective procedure transforming an initialized
modal automaton Ahai into an equivalent initialized disjunctive modal automaton Dhdi.
The size of D is exponential in the size of A, and its weight is at most exponential in the
product of the size and the weight of A.
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3.4. Formulas and automata. The automata-theoretic approach towards the modal µcalculus hinges on the existence of truth-preserving translations between formulas and
automata, which testify that automata and formulas have the same expressive power. In
the direction from formulas to automata we only need the result as such.
Fact 3.14. (i) There is an effective procedure providing for any formula ξ ∈ µML(X) an
equivalent initialized modal automaton Aξ haξ i. The size of Aξ is linear and its weight is at
most exponential in the size of ξ.
(ii) There is an effective procedure providing for any formula ξ ∈ µML(X) an equivalent
initialized disjunctive modal automaton Dξ hdξ i. The size of Dξ is exponential and its weight
is at most doubly exponential in the size of ξ.
The translations mentioned in Fact 3.14 originate with Janin & Walukiewicz [32] for
part (ii) and with Wilke [48] for part (i). Concerning the size matters, note that we get an
exponential (and not polynomial) weight bound in Fact 3.14(1) because our modal automata
are guarded (that is, all occurrences of states/variables in one-step formulas must occur in
the scope of a modality; see Bruse et alii for details [8]). The size bounds in Fact 3.14(ii)
are obtained simply by combining part (i) with Fact 3.13.
In the opposite direction we will need an actual map transforming an initialized modal
automaton into an equivalent µ-calculus formula. For our definition of such a map, which
is a variation of the one found in [28], we need some preparations. For a proper inductive
formulation of this definition it is convenient to extend the class of modal automata, allowing
states of the automaton to appear in the scope of a modality in a one-step formula.
Definition 3.15. A generalized modal automaton over X is a triple A = (A, Θ, Ω) such that
A is a finite set of states, Ω : A → ω is a priority map, and Θ : A → 1ML(X, A ∪ X) maps
states of A to generalized one-step formulas.
To mark the difference with standard modal automata, the formula 3a ∧ 2(p ∨ b) is a
generalized one-step formula but not a proper one-step formula. Whenever possible, we will
apply concepts that have been defined for modal automata to these generalized structures
without explicit notification. For the operational semantics of generalized modal automata
we may extend the notion of a one-step model in the obvious way. Readers who are interested
in the details may consult [21].
Definition 3.16. A (generalized) modal automaton A = (A, Θ, Ω) is called linear if the
relation <A is a linear order (i.e., the priority map Ω is injective), and satisfies Ω(a) > Ω(b)
in case b is active in a but not vice versa. A linearization of A is a linear automaton
A0 = (A, Θ, Ω0 ) such that (1) for all a ∈ A, Ω0 (a) has the same parity as Ω(a), and (2) for
all a, b ∈ A that belong to the same cluster we have Ω0 (a) < Ω0 (b) iff Ω(a) < Ω(b).
The following proposition is easy to verify.
Proposition 3.17. Let A be a modal automaton.
(1) A has some linearization.
(2) If A0 is a linearization of A, then Ahai ≡ A0 hai.
Definition 3.18. We define a map
trA : A → µML(X)
for any linear generalized X-automaton A = (A, Θ, Ω). These maps are defined by induction
on the size of the automaton A.
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In case |A| = 1, we set
trA (a) := ηa a.Θ(a),
where a is the unique state of A.
In case |A| > 1, by linearity there is a unique state m reaching the maximal priority of A,
that is, with Ω(m) = max(Ran(Ω)). Let A− = (A− , Θ− , Ω− ) be the X∪{m}-automaton given
by A− := A \ {m}, while Θ− and Ω− are defined as the restrictions of, respectively, Θ and
Ω to A− . Since |A− | < |A|, inductively3 we may assume a map trA− : A → µML(X ∪ {m}).
Now we first define
trA (m) := ηm m.Θ(m)[trA− (a)/a | a ∈ A− ],
and then set
trA (a) := trA− (a)[trA (m)/m]
for the states a 6= m.
The following proposition states that this map is truth-preserving, and of exponential
size. The proof of the first statement is rather standard; details can be found in [28, 46]; the
size bound can be established via a straightforward induction on the size of the automaton.
Fact 3.19. Let Ahai be an initialized linear modal automaton. Then trA (a) is equivalent
to Ahai and its size is at most exponential in the sum of the size and the weight of A. If A
is positive in p ∈ X then so is trA (a).
Based on Proposition 3.17 and Fact 3.19 we may define a truth-preserving translation
trA : A → µML for every modal automaton A = (A, Θ, Ω) by picking a linearization Al of A
and defining trA (a) := trAl (a) for all a ∈ A. Clearly the exact shape of trA (a) will depend
on the choice of the linearization.
3.5. Bipartite automata. As mentioned in our introduction, the results in this paper
will be based on constructions that transform a given automaton into one of a particular
shape. In this final subsection on modal automata we look at the target automata of these
constructions in some more detail.
Definition 3.20. A modal automaton A is called a bipartite automaton if its carrier A
can be partitioned into an initial part A0 and a final part A1 , in such a way that we have
A ∩ (A0 × A1 ) = ∅. It will sometimes be convenient to represent a bipartite automaton as
a quadruple A = (A0 , A1 , Θ, Ω).
Given such an automaton and a state a of A, we say that Ahai is an initialized bipartite
automaton if a belongs to the initial part of A; and given a class C of bipartite automata,
we let IC denote the class of corresponding initialized bipartite automata.
The intuition underlying this definition is that, in any acceptance game related to a
bipartite automaton A = (A0 , A1 , Θ, Ω) there will be two kinds of matches: either A stays
in its initial part throughout the match, or at some stage it moves to its final part, where it
remains throughout the remainder of the match. The bipartite automata that we will meet
in this paper will be such that its initial and final part behave differently with respect to the
designated propositional variable p.
3Observe that since m is a proposition letter and not a variable in A− , the latter structure need not be a
modal automaton, even if A is. It is for this reason that we introduced the notion of a generalized modal
automaton.
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Recall that each of our results concerns a certain syntactic fragment F (P ) of the modal
µ-calculus, consisting of formulas where we have imposed restrictions on the occurrence
of the proposition letters belonging to a certain set P ⊆ PROP. (Note that while these
restrictions generally concern the free variables of the formula, not the bound ones, there
is no relation between the fragment F (P ) and the set µML(X) of formulas of which the free
variables belong to X). In each case considered, part of our proof will consist in showing that
given a bipartite automaton A of a certain kind, one can find a a translation tr : A → µML,
such that for all states a in the initial part of A, the formula tr(a) belongs to the fragment
F (P ). Since these proofs are all quite similar, we have extracted their pattern in the form
of the following definition and proposition, so that in each specific case we may confine our
attention to a verification that the fragment and the automata at stake meet the required
conditions.
Definition 3.21. Suppose that we have defined, for each finite set P of proposition letters,
a fragment F (P ) ⊆ µML of µ-calculus formulas. In the sequel we shall consider the following
properties that are applicable to such a family F = {F (P ) | P ⊆ω PROP}:
(EP) extension property: ϕ ∈ F (P ∪ {q}) whenever ϕ ∈ F (P ) and q 6∈ FV (ϕ);
(SP1) first substitution property: ϕ[ψ/x] ∈ F (P ) whenever ϕ ∈ F (P ∪ {x}) and ψ ∈ F (P );
(SP2) second substitution property: ϕ[ψ/x] ∈ F (P ) whenever ϕ ∈ F (P ), x 6∈ P and
FV (ψ) ∩ P = ∅;
(CAη ) η-fixpoint closure property: ηx.ϕ ∈ F (P ) whenever ϕ ∈ F (P ∪ {x}).
Proposition 3.22. Let F = {F (Q) | Q ⊆ PROP} be a family of fragments of µML, and let
P, X be two finite sets of proposition letters. Let A = (A, B, Θ, Ω) be a bipartite X-automaton,
and let B denote the automaton (B, ΘB , ΩB ). Assume that
(i) F has the properties (EP), (SP1), (SP2) and, for all a ∈ A, (CAηa );
(ii) Θ(a) ∈ F (P ∪ A) for all a ∈ A;
(iii) there is a translation tr : B → µML(X) such that Bhbi ≡ tr(b) ∈ F (P ), for all
b ∈ B;
Then there is a translation tr : A → µML(X) such that trA (a) ≡ Ahai and trA (a) ∈ F (P )
for all a ∈ A.
Proof. By Proposition 3.17 we may assume without loss of generality that A is linear itself
and that Ω(a) > Ω(b) for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B. We will also assume that the translation tr
of (iii) is identical to the map trB obtained by applying Definition 3.18 to the automaton B.
(The more general case can be proved by a straightforward modification of the proof given
below.)
Enumerate A = {a1 , . . . , an } in such a way that Ω(ai ) < Ω(aj ) iff i < j. For 0 ≤ k ≤ n
we define Ak := {ai | 0 < i ≤ k}, and we let Ak be the linear generalized automaton
(B ∪ Ak , ΘB∪Ak , ΩB∪Ak ). It is straightforward to verify that A0 = B, An = A, and that
Ai = (Ai+1 )− for all i < n. We abbreviate trk := trAk .
Our task is then to show that trn (a) ∈ F (P ) for all a ∈ A, and our approach will be to
prove, by induction on k, that
trk (c) ∈ F (P ∪ {ai | k < i ≤ n}), for all c ∈ A ∪ B and k ≤ n.

(3.1)

In the base step of the induction, where k = 0, we are dealing with the automaton
A0 = B, corresponding to the final part of A, and we only have to worry about states b ∈ B.
It is easy to see that
tr0 (b) = trB (b) for all b ∈ B,
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and so by assumption (iii) and the assumption (i) that F has the extension property, we
obtain that tr0 (b) ∈ F (P ) ⊆ F (P ∪ A). This suffices to prove (3.1) in the base case.
In the inductive case, where k > 0, we consider the automaton Ak , with maximumpriority state ak ∈ A. Observe that by definition we have
trk (ak ) := ηak ak .Θ(ak )[trk−1 (ai )/ai | i < k, trk−1 (b)/b | b ∈ B]

(3.2)

and, for i < k,
trk (ai ) := trk−1 (ai )[trk (ak )/ak ].
Observe that we may conclude from (3.2) that
trk (ak ) := ηak ak .Θ(ak )[trk−1 (ai )/ai | i < k][trk−1 (b)/b | b ∈ B],

(3.3)
(3.4)

since no b ∈ B has a free occurrence in any formula trk−1 (ai ).
We now turn to the proof of (3.1). Starting with the states in B, it is easy to see that
trk (b) = trB (b) for all b ∈ B and k ≤ n,
and so we find trk (b) ∈ F (P ∪ {ai | k < i ≤ n}) by assumption (iii) and the assumption (i)
that F has the extension property.
We now consider the formula trk (ak ). By the inductive hypothesis we have trk−1 (ai ) ∈
F (P ∪ {ai | k ≤ i ≤ n}), while by assumption (iii) we have Θ(ak ) ∈ F (P ∪ A) = F ((P ∪ {ai |
k ≤ i ≤ n}) ∪ {ai | i < k}). But then by the first substitution property of F we find that
Θ(ak )[trk−1 (ai )/ai | i < k] ∈ F (P ∪ {ai | k ≤ i ≤ n}),
and by the fact that F is closed under the application of ηak -fixpoint operators, we obtain
ηak ak .Θ(ak )[trk−1 (ai )/ai | i < k] ∈ F (P ∪ {ai | k < i ≤ n}).

(3.5)

Now observe that for all b ∈ B we have b 6∈ P and trk−1 (b) ∈ F (P ∪ {ai | k < i ≤ n}), so
that by successive applications of the second substitution property we obtain from (3.5) and
(3.4) that
trk (ak ) ∈ F (P ∪ {ai | k < i ≤ n}),
(3.6)
as required.
Finally we consider the formula trk (aj ) for some fixed but arbitrary j < k. From the
inductive observation that trk−1 (aj ) belongs to F (P ∪ {ai | k ≤ i ≤ n}) = F ((P ∪ {ai | k <
i ≤ n}) ∪ {ak }), we may then conclude by (3.6), (3.3) and the first substitution property
that
trk (aj ) ∈ F (P ∪ {ai | k < i ≤ n}),
and so we are done.

4. First steps
In this section we provide both an automata-theoretic construction and a first preservation
result that that will be of use throughout the paper. We start with the first, introducing a
simple operation on automata that will feature throughout the remainder of the paper.
Convention 4.1. As mentioned in the introduction, in this paper we shall focus on the
contribution of one specific proposition letter in the semantics of formulas and automata. It
will be convenient to fix this letter from now on, and reserve the name ‘p’ for it.
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Definition 4.2. Given a modal automaton A = (A, Θ, Ω), we define A⊥ = (A⊥ , Θ⊥ , Ω⊥ ) to
be the automaton where A⊥ := {a⊥ | a ∈ A}, Θ⊥ is given by putting
Θ⊥ (a) := Θ(a)[⊥/p],
and Ω⊥ is simply defined by Ω⊥ (a⊥ ) := Ω(a).
Proposition 4.3. Let A be a modal automaton which is positive in p. Then for any state a
in A and any pointed Kripke model (S, s) we have
S, s

A⊥ hai iff S[p 7→ ∅], s

Ahai.

Proof. We will show that the two respective acceptance games, A⊥ := A(A⊥ , S) and
A∅ := A(A, S[p 7→ ∅]) are in fact, identical. The key observation here is that for any
position (a, t) ∈ A × S, the set of moves available to ∃ in both games is the same. To see
this, it suffices to prove that, for any point t ∈ S and any one-step formula α ∈ 1ML which is
positive in p, we have
σV (t), σR (t), m

1

α[⊥/p] iff σV (t) \ {p}, σR (t), m)

1

α,

and the proof of this statement proceeds by a straightforward induction on α.
We now turn to our first characterization result, which concerns the notion of monotonicity. D’Agostino and Hollenberg [16] already proved a Lyndon theorem for the modal
µ-calculus, stating that monotonicity with respect to a propositional variable p is captured by
the formulas that are syntactically positive in p. Here we strengthen their result, providing
both an explicit translation and a decidability result. Our proof proceeds via some auxiliary
lemmas on automata that we shall need further on.
Definition 4.4. A formula ξ ∈ µML(X) is monotone in p ∈ X if for all pointed Kripke
structures (S, s) and for all pairs of sets U, U 0 ⊆ S such that U ⊆ U 0 , it holds that
S[p 7→ U ], s ξ implies S[p 7→ U 0 ], s ξ.
Syntactically, the set µMLM
p of formulas that are positive in p, is defined by the following
grammar:
ϕ ::= p | q | ¬q | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | 3ϕ | 2ϕ | µx.ϕ | νx.ϕ,
where q 6= p and x are propositional variables, and the formation of the formulas µx.ϕ and
νx.ϕ is subject to the constraint that the formula ϕ is positive in x.
Definition 4.4 gives an explicit grammar for generating the formulas that are positive
in p. It is easy to see that this definition coincides with the one we gave earlier, viz., that
a formula is positive in p iff all occurrences of p are in the scope of an even number of
negations.
The theorem below can be seen as a strong version of D’Agostino & Hollenberg’s
characterization result.
Theorem 4.5. There is an effective translation which maps a given µML-formula ξ to a
formula ξ M ∈ µMLM
p such that
ξ is monotone in p iff ξ ≡ ξ M ,

(4.1)

and it is decidable in elementary time whether a given formula ξ is monotone in p.
It is routine to prove that all formulas in µMLM
p are monotone in p, so we focus on the
hard part of Theorem 4.5, for which we shall involve automata.
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Definition 4.6. A modal automaton A = (A, Θ, Ω) is positive in p if for all a ∈ A the
one-step formula Θ(a) is positive in p.
It is easy to see that for any linear modal automaton that is positive in p, the translation
map given in Definition 3.18 produces formulas that are also positive in p. From this the
following is immediate.
Proposition 4.7. Let A = (A, Θ, Ω) be a modal automaton which is positive in p. Then
there is a truth-preserving translation trA : A → µMLM
p .
We now turn to the key lemma underlying the proof of Theorem 4.5, for which we need
the following definition.
Definition 4.8. Let (·)M : CL(X) → CL(X) be the translation which replaces every occurrence
of the literal ¬p with >, and let (·)M : 1DML(X, A) → 1ML(X, A) be the one-step translation
given by the following inductive definition:
(π ∧ ∇B)M
⊥M
(α ∨ β)M

:= π M ∧ ∇B
:= ⊥
:= αM ∨ β M .

Let A = (A, Θ, Ω) be a disjunctive modal automaton. We define the automaton AM as
the structure (A, ΘM , Ω) where the map ΘM is given by putting
ΘM (a) := Θ(a)M
for every state a ∈ A.
The following proposition is fairly obvious; we list it for future reference.
Proposition 4.9. Let A be a disjunctive automaton. Then its transformation AM is
disjunctive as well, and positive in p.
Proposition 4.10. Let AhaI i be an initialized disjunctive modal automaton. If AhaI i is
monotone in p, then AhaI i ≡ AM haI i.
Proof. Given the nature of the translation (·)M at the level of conjunctions of literals, it
is easy to see that AhaI i implies AM haI i, and so we focus on the opposite implication. It
suffices to take an arbitrary ω-unravelled tree model (S, r) and show that
S, r
Assume that S, r

AM ha

I i.

AM haI i only if S, r

AhaI i.

(4.2)

Our aim is to find a subset U ⊆ S such that
S[pU ], r

AhaI i,

(4.3)

from which it will immediately follow by monotonicity that S, r AhaI i.
By Fact 3.12 ∃ has a positional winning strategy f in A(AM , S) such that each marking
m picked by the strategy at a position (a, s) satisfies |m(t)| = 1, for all t ∈ σR (s). From this
it easily follows that for all t ∈ S there is exactly one state at ∈ A such that the position
(at , t) may occur in an f -guided match of A(AM , S) starting at (aI , r). It easily follows that
the pair (at , t) is a winning position for ∃ in A(AM , S); in particular, with mt : σR (t) → PA
being the marking picked by f at this position, by the legitimacy of this move we have that
σV (t), σR (t), mt

1

ΘM (at ).
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In order to determine whether this t should be a member of U or not, we check whether the
one-step formula Θ(at ) holds at the one-step modal (σV (t), σR (t), mt ). If so, we are happy
with σV (t) as it is and put t ∈ U , but if not, we will want to make p false at t, claiming that
σV (t) \ {p}, σR (t), mt

1

Θ(at ).

(4.4)

To see why this is the case, observe that the only reason why we can have σV (t), σR (t), mt 1
ΘM (at ) but σV (t), σR (t), mt 6 1 Θ(at ) is that Θ(ak ) has a disjunct π ∧ ∇B such that ¬p is a
conjunct of π and p ∈ σV (t). But then it is immediate that σV (t) \ {p}, σR (t), mt 1 π ∧ ∇B,
which implies (4.4).
These observations reveal that if we define
U := {t ∈ S | (at , t) ∈ Win∃ (A(AM , S)) and σV (t), σR (t), mt

1

Θ(at )},

we obtain for the valuation V [pU ] that
σV [pU ] (t), σR (t), mt

1

Θ(at ),

whenever (at , t) is a winning position for ∃ in A(A, S). From this it is easy to derive that f
itself is a winning strategy for ∃ in the acceptance game A(A, S[pU ])@(aI , r), as required
to prove (4.3).
We now have all material needed to prove Theorem 4.5.
Proof of Theorem 4.5. Let ξ be an arbitrary modal µ-formula; and let Dξ hdξ i be an
initialized disjunctive automaton that is equivalent to ξ. Such a structure exists by Fact 3.14,
and clearly ξ is monotone in p iff Dξ hdξ i is so. It then follows by Proposition 4.10 that Dξ hdξ i
(and hence ξ) is monotone in p iff it is equivalent to the initialized disjunctive automaton
DM
ξ hdξ i. Now define
ξ M := trDM (dξ ).
ξ

ξM

µMLM
p ,

M by Fact 3.14. Putting
It is easy to verify that
∈
while we have DM
ξ hdξ i ≡ ξ
these observations together we obtain that, indeed, ξ is monotone in p iff ξ ≡ ξ M , where ξ M
is effectively obtained from ξ. This establishes the first part of the theorem.
For the statement concerning decidability, it suffices to observe that all constructions that
are involved in the definition of the map (·)M : µML(X) → µMLM
p have uniformly elementary
size bounds, and that the problem, whether two µ-calculus formulas are equivalent or not,
can be decided in exponential time. From this the decidability claim is immediate.

5. Finite width property
The first new property that we consider is that of the finite width property.
Definition 5.1. A formula ξ ∈ µML(X) has the finite width property for p ∈ X if ξ is monotone
in p, and, for every tree model (S, s),
S, s

ξ iff S[pU ], s

ξ, for some finitely branching subtree U ⊆ S,

where a subset U ⊆ S is a finitely branching subtree if U is downward closed and the set
R(u) ∩ U is finite for every u ∈ U .
We will associate the following syntactic fragment of the modal µ-calculus with this
property.
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Definition 5.2. Given a set P ⊆ X, we define the fragment µMLW
P by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= p | ψ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | 3ϕ | µx.ϕ0 | νx.ϕ0 ,
where p ∈ P , ψ ∈ µML(X \ P ) is a P -free formula and ϕ0 ∈ µMLW
P ∪{x} . In case P is a singleton,
W
W
say, P = {p}, we will write µMLp rather than µML{p} .
In words, the fragment µMLW
p consists of those formulas that are positive in p and do not
admit any occurrence of a p-active subformula in the scope of a box modality. All formulas
from Example 2.24 belong to µMLW
p , except ϕ4 .
The following theorem states that modulo equivalence, µMLW
p is the syntactic fragment
of the modal µ-calculus that captures the finite width property, and that it is decidable
whether a given µ-formula has this property.
Theorem 5.3. There is an effective translation which maps a given µML-formula ξ to a
formula ξ W ∈ µMLW
p such that
ξ has the finite width property for p iff ξ ≡ ξ W ,

(5.1)

and it is decidable in elementary time whether a given formula ξ has the finite width property
for p.
First we prove the easy part of the theorem, stating that formulas in the fragment µMLW
P
indeed have the required semantic property.
Proposition 5.4. Every formula ξ ∈ µMLW
p has the finite width property with respect to p.
Proof. Let ξ be a formula in µMLW (p), then ξ is obviously positive, and hence, monotone in
p. Fix a tree model S with root r ∈ S. We have to prove
S, r

ξ iff S[pU ], r

ξ, for some finitely branching subtree U ⊆ S.

(5.2)

The direction from right to left follows from the fact that ξ is monotone in p. For the
opposite direction, suppose that S, r ξ. We need to find a finitely branching subtree U
of S that is downward closed and such that S[pU ], r ξ. Let f be a positional winning
strategy of ∃ in the game E0 := E(ξ, S)@(ξ, r). We define U ⊆ S such that
u ∈ U iff there is a ϕ such that (ϕ, u) is f -reachable in E0 and p is active in ϕ.
It is easy to see that the set U is downward closed. Indeed, if a position (ϕ, t) is reached
during an E0 -match Σ and p is not active in ϕ, then all positions occurring after (ϕ, t) will
be of the form (ψ, u), where p is not active in ψ.
Hence it suffices to show that U is finitely branching. Fix u ∈ U and let us show that
σR (u) ∩ U is finite. Let t ∈ U be a successor of u. Since u is the only predecessor of t, by
definition of U , there must be an f -guided match during which a move occurs from (4ϕt , u)
to (ϕt , t), where 4 ∈ {2, 3} and ϕt is a p-active subformula of ξ. Because of the syntactic
constraints on µMLW
p , this can only happen if 4 = 3. But then (3ϕt , u) is a position which
belongs to ∃ and so t is her choice as dictated by f . From this, it follows that for all t and t0
in R(u) ∩ U , we have ϕt 6= ϕt0 if t 6= t0 . Putting this together with the fact that Sfor (ξ) is
finite, we obtain that R(u) ∩ U is finite. This finishes the proof that U is downward closed
and finitely branching.
It remains to show that S[pU ], r ξ. Let E be the game E(ξ, S[pU ])@(ξ, r). We show
that f itself is a winning strategy for ∃ in the game E. The winning conditions for E0 and E
are the same. Moreover, the rules of the two games are the same, except when we reach a
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position of the form (p, t). So to prove that f is a winning strategy for ∃ in E, it suffices to
show that if an f -guided E-match Σ arrives at a position (p, t), then S[pU ], t p, that is,
t ∈ V (p) ∩ U . Suppose that we are in this situation. Since Σ is also an f -guided E0 -match
and since f is a winning strategy for ∃ in E0 , t belongs to V (p). It remains to show that t
belongs to U . That is, we have to find a p-active formula ϕ such that (ϕ, t) is f -reachable
in E0 . Clearly, the formula p itself satisfies these two conditions. This proves that f is a
winning strategy for ∃ in the game E and hence shows that S[pU ], r ξ.
For the hard part of the theorem, we involve automata. The particular modal automata
that we associate with the finite width property are given below; recall that we introduced
bipartite automata in Definition 3.20.
Definition 5.5. A bipartite modal automaton A = (A, B, Θ, Ω) belongs to the class
Aut W
p of finite-width automata if the one-step language associated with B is the language
1ML(X \ {p}, B), and the one-step language associated with A is given by the following
grammar:
α ::= p | 3π0 | β | α ∧ α | > | α ∨ α | ⊥
(5.3)
where π0 ∈ Latt(A) and β ∈ 1ML(X \ {p}, B).
In words, an initialized modal automaton AhaI i, with A = (A, Θ, Ω), belongs to the
class Aut W
p if A can be partitioned as A = A0 ] A1 such that (0) aI belongs to A0 , (1) p
occurs only positively in Θ(a), for a ∈ A0 , (2) p does not occur in any Θ(a), a ∈ A1 , (3) if
a, b ∈ A0 then a may only occur in Θ(b) in the scope of a diamond (not of a box) modality,
and (4) if a ∈ A0 and b ∈ A1 then a may not occur in Θ(b).
Proposition 5.6. Let A = (A, B, Θ, Ω) be a bipartite modal automaton in Aut W
p . Then
W
there is a translation trA : A → µML such that trA (a) ∈ µMLp for every state a ∈ A.
Proof. It suffices to check that the fragment µMLW := {µMLW
P | P ⊆ω PROP} and the
automaton A satisfy the conditions (i) – (iii) of Proposition 3.22, with P = {p}.
Starting with (i), we need to show that µMLW satisfies the properties (EP), (SP1),
(SP2) and (ACη ) for η ∈ {µ, ν}. All these results can be established by routine proofs; we
consider the property (SP1) as an example (the other properties are easier to show). By
a straightforward formula induction on ϕ one may show that if ϕ ∈ µMLW
P ∪{x} , then for all
W
W
ψ ∈ µMLP the formula ϕ[ψ/x] belongs to the fragment µMLP .
Confining ourselves to the inductive case where ϕ is of the form µy.ϕ0 , we reason as
follows. Without loss of generality we may assume that y 6∈ FV (ψ), so that ψ ∈ µMLW
P ∪{y}
W
by the extension property. Also, if µy.ϕ0 ∈ µMLW
,
then
by
the
formulation
rules
of
µML
P
P ∪{x}
it must be the case that ϕ0 ∈ µMLW
.
It
then
follows
by
the
inductive
hypothesis
that
P ∪{x,y}
ϕ0 [ψ/x] ∈ µMLW
,
so
that
ϕ[ψ/x]
∈ µMLW
P , again by definition of the fragment.
P ∪{y}
To check that (ii) the formula Θ(a) belongs to µMLW
{p}∪A for all a ∈ A, one may proceed
via a straightforward induction on the complexity of the one-step formulas generated by the
grammar (5.3).
Finally, it is easy to verify that there is a translation tr : B → µML(X \ {p}); from this
it is immediate that (iii) tr(b) ∈ µMLW
{p} , for all b ∈ B.
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Note that it follows from Proposition 5.6 and Proposition 5.4 that initialized automata
in IAut W
p have the finite width property.
Preparing for the main technical result of this section, we define the following transformation of automata. Recall from Definition 3.10 that 1DML(X, A) denotes the set of disjunctive
one-step formulas over X and A, and that A⊥ is the automaton given in Definition 4.2.
Definition 5.7. Let (·)W : 1DML(X, A) → 1ML(X, A ] A⊥ ) be the one-step translation given
by the following inductive definition:
o
_n
V
(π ∧ ∇B)W :=
π ∧ 3B1 ∧ ∇B2⊥ B1 ∪ B2 = B
⊥W
(α ∨ β)W

:= ⊥
:= αW ∨ β W ,

where B2⊥ denotes the set B2⊥ := {b⊥ | b ∈ B2 }.
Let A = (A, Θ, Ω) be a disjunctive modal automaton which is positive in p. We define
W
A as the bipartite automaton (AW , ΘW , ΩW ) where AW := A ] A⊥ , and the maps ΘW
and ΩW are given by putting
ΘW (a)
:= Θ(a)W
ΘW (a⊥ ) := Θ⊥ (a)

ΩW (a)
:= Ω(a)
W
⊥
Ω (a ) := Ω(a),

and

for an arbitrary state a ∈ A.
In words, AW is a bipartite automaton that we obtain from A by putting a copy of A
‘in front of’ of a copy of A⊥ , changing the transition map Θ of the initial part A of AW
via the one-step translation (·)W . The final part of the structure AW is isomorphic to the
automaton A⊥ , so that we have
AW ha⊥ i ≡ A⊥ ha⊥ i
for every state a ∈ A. Finally, observe that, while we define the transformation
disjunctive automata only, the resulting structures are generally not disjunctive.
The following proposition is easy to verify, we leave the details for the reader.

(5.4)
(·)W

for

Proposition 5.8. Let Ahai be an initialized disjunctive modal automaton which is positive
in p. Then its transformation AW hai belongs to the class IAut W
p .
We are now ready for the main technical lemma of this section.
Proposition 5.9. Let Ahai be an initialized disjunctive modal automaton which is positive
in p. If AhaI i has the finite width property, then AhaI i ≡ AW haI i.
Proof. Let A = (A, Θ, Ω) be a disjunctive modal automaton, and assume that, for some
state aI ∈ A, the initialized automaton AhaI i has the finite width property. In order to
prove the equivalence of AhaI i and AW haI i, it suffices to take an arbitrary ω-unravelled
Kripke tree (S, r) and prove that
S, r

AhaI i iff S, r

AW haI i.

(5.5)

We first consider the direction from left to right of (5.5). Assume that S, r AhaI i,
then it follows from the finite width property of Ahai that there is a finitely branching
subtree U ⊆ S such that S[pU ], r
AhaI i. Without loss of generality we may assume
that U =
6 ∅, or equivalently, that r ∈ U . By monotonicity of AW it suffices to show that
S[pU ], r AW haI i; that is, we need to supply ∃ with a winning strategy h in the game
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AW := A(AW , S[pU ])@(aI , r). In order to define this strategy, we will make use of two
auxiliary strategies: let f and g be positional winning strategies for ∃ in the acceptance
games A(A, S[pU ]) and A(AW , S[pU ]) itself, respectively.
It will be ∃’s goal to maintain the following condition throughout any match of the
acceptance game AW :
With Σ = (an , sn )n≤k a partial match of AW , one of the following holds:
(†1W ) (ak , sk ) ∈ A × U and Σ corresponds to an f -guided match of A(A, S[pU ]),
(†W )
(†2W ) (al , sl ) ∈ A⊥ × S for some l ≤ k such that S[pU ], sl AW hal i,
and (ai , si )l≤i≤k is a g-guided A(AW , S[pU ])-match.
In words, ∃ will make sure that the match either stays in A × U and corresponds to an
f -guided match of A(A, S[pU ], or it moves to A⊥ × S at a moment when it is safe for her
to follow the strategy g. Let us first see that ∃ can keep this condition during one single
round of the game.
Claim 1 . Let Σ be a partial match of AW satisfying (†W ). Then ∃ has a legitimate move
guaranteeing that, after any response move by ∀, (†W ) holds again.
Proof of Claim Let Σ = (an , sn )n≤k be as in the claim, and distinguish cases.
The easiest case is where Σ satisfies (†2W ): here ∃ can simply continue to use her winning
strategy g.
If Σ satisfies (†1W ), then obviously its final position (ak , sk ) is a winning position
for ∃ in A(A, S[pU ]). Note that since sk ∈ U , for its coalgebraic unfolding we have
σS[pU ] (sk ) = σS (sk ), so we may simply denote this object as σ(sk ) without causing confusion.
Let m : σR (sk ) → PA be the marking given by her positional winning strategy f . By the
legitimacy of this move we have that σ(sk ), m 1 π ∧ ∇B for some disjunct π ∧ ∇B of Θ(ak ).
If B = ∅ it immediately follows that σR (sk ) = ∅. It is easy to see that in this case,
taking
be the empty map mW and with B1 = B2 = ∅, we find σ(sk ), mW 1
V ∃’s move to
π ∧ 3B1 ∧ ∇B2⊥ . This means that mW is a legitimate move for her, while ∀ has no
legitimate response to it. Thus ∃ immediately wins (and the condition of the claim is
satisfied).
Assuming in the sequel that B 6= ∅, we arrive at the heart of the proof. Define
B1 := {a ∈ A | a ∈ m(u) for some u ∈ σR (sk ) ∩ U },
B2 := {a ∈ A | a ∈ m(t) for some t ∈ σR (sk ) \ U }.
Then clearly it follows from σ(sk ), m 1 ∇B that B1 ∪ B2 = B. A crucial observation is
that since S is ω-unravelled, and U is finitely branching, any u ∈ σR (sk ) ∩ U has a sibling
u ∈ σR (sk ) \ U such that S, u ↔ S, u. Note that this bisimilarity does not hold for the
structure S[pU ], but for the structure S[p 7→ ∅] it does follow that
S[p 7→ ∅], u ↔ S[p 7→ ∅], u.
(5.6)
We can now define the desired move for ∃ as the AW -marking mW : σR (sk ) → PAW
given by

m(t) ∪ m(t)⊥ if t ∈ U
W
m (t) :=
m(t)⊥
if t 6∈ U,
where m(t)⊥ denotes the set {a⊥ | a ∈ m(t)}. We claim that mW is a legitimate move for ∃
at position (ak , sk ) in A(A, S[pU ]), and to prove this we need to show that
σ(sk ), mW

1

ΘW (ak ).

(5.7)
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To do so, it clearly suffices to prove that
σ(sk ), mW

1

V

3B1 ∧ ∇B2⊥ .

(5.8)

For this purpose, first consider an arbitrary state b ∈ B1 . It is immediate by the definitions
W
W
W
1
of
V B1 and m that b ∈ m (u) for some u ∈ σR (sk ) ∩ U ; hence we find that σ(sk ), m
3B1 , as required.
Now we consider the other conjunct, viz., the formula ∇B2⊥ . First take an arbitrary
element b ∈ B2 ; it is immediate from the definitions of B2 and mW that b ∈ mW (u) for
some u ∈ σR (sk ) \ U , so that σ(sk ), mW 1 3b, as required. Conversely, take an arbitrary
successor t of sk . If t 6∈ U , it follows from σ(sk ), m 1 ∇B, the non-emptiness of B and the
definition of B2 , that m(t) ∩ B2> 6= ∅. If, on the other hand, t belongs to U , then by the same
reasoning, but now applied to its sibling t 6∈ U , we find that m(t) ∩ B2> =
6 ∅. In both cases
W it
is immediate by the definition of mW that mW (t) ∩ B2> 6= ∅, so that σ(sk ), mW 1 2 B2⊥ .
Thus we obtain σ(sk ), mW 1 ∇B2⊥ , which means that we have established both (5.8) and
(5.7), showing that mW is a legitimate move indeed.
It remains to show that, playing mW , ∃ ensures that (†W ) continues to hold after any
response by ∀. So suppose that ∀ picks a basic position (b, t) such that b ∈ mW (t). There
are three cases to distinguish. First, if b ∈ m(t) and t ∈ U , then by our assumption on m
the continuation Σ · (b, t) of Σ clearly satisfies condition (†1W ).
Second, suppose that t ∈ σR (sk ) \ U . Then by definition of mW , b belongs to the
⊥
A -part of AW , say b = a⊥ for some a ∈ A. From the definition of mW it follows that
a ∈ m(t), and since m is part of ∃’s winning strategy f , this means that S[pU ], t Ahai.
Now observe that since t 6∈ U and U is downward closed, the entire subtree generated by t
is disjoint from U , so that we find S[p 7→ ∅], t Ahai. We may now use Proposition 4.3 and
obtain S[pU ], t A⊥ ha⊥ i. By (5.4) it is immediate from this that S[pU ], t AW ha⊥ i. In
other words, in this case the continuation match Σ · (a⊥ , t) satisfies condition (†2W ).
Third, we consider the case where t ∈ σR (sk ) ∩ U , and b, belonging to the A⊥ -part of
W
A , is of the form b = a⊥ for some a ∈ A such that a ∈ m(t). Reasoning as in the previous
case, but now for the sibling t of t, we find that S[p 7→ ∅], t Ahai. But then it follows from
(5.6) that S[p 7→ ∅], t Ahai as well. And, again reasoning as before, we find that in this
case the match Σ · (a⊥ , t) satisfies condition (†2W ) as well.
J
Based on Claim 1 we may provide ∃ with the following strategy h. Given a partial
match Σ, h picks any move for ∃ as given by Claim 1 in case Σ satisfies (†W ), while h picks
a random move if Σ does not meet mentioned condition. We will now prove that this is in
fact a winning strategy.
Claim 2 . Any h-guided full match Σ of AW is won by ∃.
Proof of Claim Let Σ be an h-guided full match of AW . Note that (aI , r) is the first
position of Σ, and that by our assumption that r ∈ U , the partial match Σ0 := (aI , r)
satisfies condition (†1W ). It then easily follows from Claim 1 that, playing h, ∃ will never get
stuck.
To show that h is a winning strategy, we may thus focus on the case where Σ =
(an , sn )n<ω is infinite; again by Claim 1 it follows that every initial part Σl := (an , sn )n≤l of
Σ satisfies (†W ). From this it is obvious that we may distinguish the following two cases.
If every Σl satisfies (†1W ), then Σ itself corresponds to an f -guided full match of
A(AW , S[pU ]). Since f was assumed to be winning for ∃ in A(A, S[pU ]) from position
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(a0 , s0 ), this means that the A-stream (an )n∈ω satisfies the acceptance condition of A. But
then this stream satisfies the acceptance condition of AW as well, which means that Σ is
won by ∃ indeed.
Alternatively, there is a first l ∈ ω such that Σl satisfies (†2W ). It easily follows from
Claim 1 that in this case, the match (an , sn )l≤n<ω is a g-guided full match of A(AW , S[pU ]),
which starts at a position, viz., (al , sl ), which is winning for ∃. Clearly then the A-stream
(an )l≤n∈ω satisfies the acceptance condition of AW ; from this it is immediate that the full
A-stream (an )n∈ω induced by Σ does so as well.
J
Clearly, it follows from Claim 2 that h is a winning strategy for ∃ in the game AW =
A(AW , S[pU ])@(aI , r). This proves the direction from left to right of (5.5).
In order to prove the opposite, right-to-left, direction of (5.5), our line of reasoning is
similar (but simpler). Assume that S, r AW haI i, with aI ∈ A. We will supply ∃ with
a winning strategy h in the game A(A, S)@(aI , r). For this purpose we will make use of
arbitrary but fixed positional winning strategies f and g for ∃ in the acceptance games
A(AW , S) and A(A, S), respectively.
∃’s strategy in A(A, S)@(aI , r) will be based on maintaining the following condition:
With Σ = (an , sn )n≤k a partial match of A(A, S)@(aI , r), one of the following holds:
(‡W ) (‡1W ) Σ corresponds to an f -guided match of A(AW , S),
(‡2W ) S, sl Ahal i for some l ≤ k, and (ai , si )l≤i≤k is a g-guided A(A, S)-match.
As before, our main claim is that ∃ can keep condition (‡W ) during one single round of
the game.
Claim 3 . Let Σ be a partial match of A(A, S)@(aI , r) satisfying (‡W ). Then ∃ has a
legitimate move guaranteeing that, after any response move by ∀, (‡W ) holds again.
Proof of Claim Let Σ = (an , sn )n≤k be as in the claim, and distinguish cases. If Σ
satisfies (‡2W ), ∃ can simply continue to use the strategy g.
If Σ satisfies (‡1W ), then obviously its final position (ak , sk ) is a winning position for ∃ in
A(AW , S). Let m : σR (sk ) → PAW be the marking given by her positional winning strategy
f . By the legitimacy of this move we have that σ(sk ), m 1 ΘW (ak ), which means that
V
σ(sk ), m 1 π ∧ 3B1 ∧ ∇B2⊥ ,
(5.9)
where π ∧ ∇(B1 ∪ B2 ) is some disjunct of Θ(ak ).
We claim that the A-marking mW : σR (sk ) → PA, defined by
mW (t) := {a ∈ A | a ∈ m(t) or a⊥ ∈ m(t)}
is the right move for ∃ in the partial match Σ. In order to prove the legitimacy of mW , we
show that:
σ(sk ), mW 1 π ∧ ∇(B1 ∪ B2 ).
(5.10)
1
which clearly implies that σ(sk ), mW
Θ(ak ). It easily follows from (5.9) that σ(sk ), mW 1
π, and so we may focus on the formula ∇(B1 ∪ B2 ). First take an arbitrary successor t of sk ;
it follows from (5.9) that m(t) contains some variable
b⊥ ∈ B2⊥ . But this immediately gives
W
1
that b ∈ mW (t), showing that σ(sk ), mW
2 (B1 ∪ B2 ). Conversely, take an arbitrary
1 3b. Given the definition of m , this
state b ∈ B1 ∪ B2 ; we need to show
that
σ(s
),
W
k mW
V
1
easily follows from σ(sk ), m
3B1 if b ∈ B1 , and from σ(sk ), m 1 ∇B2⊥ if b ∈ B2 . Thus
we have proved (5.9).
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It is left to show that each response (b, t) of ∀ to ∃’s move mW constitutes a continuation
Σ · (b, t) of Σ that satisfies (‡W ). Let (b, t) be an arbitrary such move, that is, an arbitrary
pair such that b ∈ mW (t). Again we distinguish cases: if b ∈ m(t) then by our assumption
of m being provided by ∃’s strategy f , the partial match Σ · (b, t) satisfies condition (‡1W ).
Alternatively, if b⊥ ∈ m(t), then by the assumption that f is a winning strategy for ∃ in
A(AW , S)@(aI , r), we find that S, t AW hb⊥ i. By (5.4) this obviously implies S, t A⊥ hb⊥ i,
whence by Proposition 4.3 and monotonicity of A we obtain, subsequently, S[p 7→ ∅], t Ahbi
and S, t Ahbi. But then the continuation match Σ · (b, t) satisfies condition (‡2W ).
J
We now define a strategy for ∃ in the game A(A, S)@(aI , r): Given a partial match Σ,
h picks any move for ∃ as given by Claim 3 in case Σ satisfies (†W ), while h picks a random
move if Σ does not meet mentioned condition. We claim that h is in fact a winning strategy
at position (aI , r), and since one may prove this claim in the same manner as above, we
leave the details for the reader.
Proof of Theorem 5.3. To define the required map (·)W : µML(X) → µMLW
p (X), fix a
µML-formula ξ.
By Fact 3.14(2) there is an initialized disjunctive modal automaton Dξ hdξ i that is
equivalent to ξ; using the constructions of Definition 4.8 and Definition 5.7, we transform Dξ
W . Finally, we apply the translation map of Definition 3.18,
into a finite-width automaton DM
ξ
W , to its state d , and we let ξ W be the resulting formula.
instantiated at the automaton DM
ξ
ξ
Summarizing, we define
ξ W := trDM W (dξ ).
ξ

It then follows by the Propositions 4.9, 5.8 and 5.6 that the formula ξ W belongs to
the fragment µMLW
p , and by the Propositions 4.10 and 5.9, together with the equivalences
M
ξ ≡ Dξ hdξ i and Dξ W hdξ i ≡ trDM W (dξ ), that ξ has the finite width property for p iff ξ ≡ ξ W .
ξ

Finally, all constructions that are involved in the definition of the map (·)W : µML(X) →
W
µMLp (X) are effective, and can be performed in elementary time. In addition, the problem
whether two formulas of the modal µ-calculus are equivalent or not can be solved in
exponential time. From this it is immediate that the problem whether a given µ-formula has
the finite width property, is decidable, and its time complexity is bounded by an elementary
function on the size of the formula.

6. Finite depth property
The property that we consider in this section can be informally classified as ‘vertical’ in the
sense that its definition involves subtrees containing no infinite paths.
Definition 6.1. A formula ξ ∈ µML(X) has the finite depth property for p ∈ X if ξ is monotone
in p, and, for every tree model (S, s),
S, s

ξ iff S[pU ], s

ξ, for some noetherian subtree U ⊆ S,

where we call U a noetherian subtree of S if it is downward closed and contains no infinite
paths.
We will associate the following syntactic fragment of the modal µ-calculus with this
property.
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Definition 6.2. Given a set P ⊆ X, we define the fragment µMLD
P by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= p | ψ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | 3ϕ | 2ϕ | µx.ϕ0 ,
where ψ is a p-free formula and ϕ0 ∈ µMLD
P ∪{x} . In case P is a singleton, say, P = {p}, we
D
D
will write µMLp rather than µML{p} .
In words, the fragment µMLD
p consists of those formulas of which no p-active subformula
is in the scope of a greatest fixpoint operator ν. All formulas from Example 2.24 belong to
µMLD
p , except ϕ5 .
The following theorem states that modulo equivalence, µMLD
p is the syntactic fragment
of the modal µ-calculus that captures the finite depth property, and that it is decidable
whether a given µ-formula has this property.
Theorem 6.3. There is an effective translation which maps a given µML-formula ξ to a
formula ξ D ∈ µMLD
p such that
ξ has the finite depth property for p iff ξ ≡ ξ D ,

(6.1)

and it is decidable in elementary time whether a given formula ξ has the finite depth property
for p.
First we prove the easy part of the theorem, stating that formulas in the fragment µMLD
P
indeed have the required semantic property.
Proposition 6.4. Every formula ξ ∈ µMLD
p has the finite depth property with respect to p.
Proof. Let ξ be a formula in µMLW (p), then ξ is obviously positive, and hence, monotone in
p. Fix a tree model S with root r ∈ S. We have to prove
S, r

ξ iff S[pU ], r

ξ, for some noetherian subtree U ⊆ S.

(6.2)

The direction from right to left follows from the fact that ξ is monotone in p. For the
opposite direction, suppose that S, r ξ. We need to find a noetherian subtree U of S such
that S[pU ], r ξ.
Let f be a positional winning strategy of ∃ in the game E0 := E(ξ, S)@(ξ, r). We define
U ⊆ S such that
u ∈ U iff there is ϕ such that (ϕ, u) is f -reachable in E0 and p is active in ϕ.
As before it is easy to see that the set U is downward closed, so we omit the details.
Suppose for contradiction that U contains an infinite path P . We let A be the set of all
finite f -guided E0 -matches Σ such that for all positions (ϕ, u) occurring in Σ, u belongs to P
and p is active in ϕ. Recall that v denotes the initial-segment relation on paths (including
matches).
Clearly, the structure (A, v) is a tree. Moreover, it is finitely branching as P is a single
path, and all the formulas occurring in matches in A belong to the finite set Sfor (ξ). Next
we show that the set A is infinite. It suffices to define an injective map h from P to A. Fix
t in P . In particular, t belongs to U and by definition of U , there is a formula ϕ such that
(ϕ, t) is f -reachable in E0 and p is active in ψ. We let h(t) be a finite f -guided E0 -match
with last position (ϕ, t). It is easy to check that any such map h is an injection from P to A.
By König’s lemma, since (A, v) is infinite and finitely branching, it must contain an
infinite path. This infinite path corresponds to an infinite f -guided E0 -match Σ such that
for all positions (ϕ, t) occurring in Σ, t belongs to P and p is active in ϕ. Since ξ belongs to
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the fragment µMLD
p , this can only happen if all the variables unfolded in Σ are µ-variables.
This implies that Σ is lost by ∃ and thus contradicts the fact that f is a winning strategy
for ∃ in E0 . As a consequence, U contains no infinite path.
It remains to show that S[pU ], r ξ. Here we omit the details since the proof is similar
to that of the corresponding statement in the proof of Proposition 5.4.
For the hard part of the theorem, we involve so-called finite-depth automata.
Definition 6.5. A bipartite modal automaton A = (A, B, Θ, Ω) belongs to the class
Aut D
p of finite-depth automata if the one-step language associated with B is the language
1ML(X \ {p}, B), and the one-step language associated with A is given by the following
grammar:
α ::= p | α0 | β | α ∧ α | > | α ∨ α | ⊥
(6.3)
where α0 ∈ 1ML(X \ {p}, A) and β ∈ 1ML(X \ {p}, B). Most importantly, we require that Ω(a)
is odd, for every a ∈ A.
In words, an initialized bipartite modal automaton AhaI i, with A = (A, B, Θ, Ω), belongs
to the class IAut D
p if (1) p occurs only positively in Θ(a), for a ∈ A, (2) p does not occur in
any Θ(b), b ∈ B, (3) Θ(a) is a (negation-free) propositional formulas obtained p and p-free
one-step formulas over A and B, respectively, (4) all states in A have an odd priority. Note
that it follows from (4) that in order to win a match of the satisfiability game, unless ∀ gets
stuck, ∃ has to make sure that the automaton leaves its initial part at some moment.
Proposition 6.6. Let A = (A0 , A1 , Θ, Ω) be a bipartite modal automaton in Aut D
p . Then
D
there is a translation trA : A → µML such that trA (a) ∈ µMLp for every state a ∈ A0 .
Proof. It suffices to check that the fragment µMLD := {µMLD
P | P ⊆ω PROP} and the
automaton A satisfy the conditions (i) – (iii) of Proposition 3.22, with P = {p}. In all
cases, the proof is routine. Note that we only need to show that µMLD satisfies the condition
(ACµ ), not (ACν ).
It follows from Proposition 6.6 and Proposition 6.4 that any initialized automaton in
IAut D
p has the finite depth property for p.
The main technical result of this section will be based on the following transformation
of automata. Recall that A⊥ is the automaton given in Definition 4.2.
Definition 6.7. Let A = (A, Θ, Ω) be a modal automaton which is positive in p. We define
the automaton AD as the structure (AD , ΘD , ΩD ) where AD := A ] A⊥ , and the maps ΘD
and ΩD are given by putting
ΘD (a)
:= Θ(a) ∨ Θ(a)[b⊥ /b | b ∈ A]
D
⊥
Θ (a ) := Θ⊥ (a)

and

ΩD (a)
:= 1
ΩD (a⊥ ) := Ω(a),

for an arbitrary state a ∈ A.
To obtain the automaton AD from A we put a modified copy of A ‘in front of’ of a copy
of A⊥ . The modifications consist of changing the priority map Ω on A by assigning each
state a ∈ A priority 1, and of allowing the same transitions from A to the final part A⊥ of
AD as to the initial part A itself. As before, this makes the final part of the structure AD
isomorphic to the automaton A⊥ , so that again we have
AD ha⊥ i ≡ A⊥ ha⊥ i

(6.4)
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for every state a ∈ A. Finally, observe that we define the transformation (·)D for arbitrary
(that is, not necessarily disjunctive) modal automata.
The following proposition is easy to verify.
Proposition 6.8. Let Ahai be an initialized modal automaton which is positive in p. Then
its transformation AD hai belongs to the class IAut D
p .
We are now ready for the main technical lemma of this section.
Proposition 6.9. Let Ahai be an initialized modal automaton which is positive in p. If
AhaI i has the finite depth property with respect to p, then AhaI i ≡ AD haI i.
Proof. Let A = (A, Θ, Ω) be a modal automaton, and assume that AhaI i has the finite depth
property for some state aI ∈ A. In order to prove the equivalence of AhaI i and AD haI i, it
suffices to take an arbitrary Kripke tree (S, r) and prove that
S, r

AhaI i iff S, r

AD haI i.

(6.5)

We first consider the direction from left to right of (6.5). Assume that S, r AhaI i,
then it follows from the finite depth property of Ahai that there is a noetherian subtree
U ⊆ S such that S[pU ], r AhaI i. We may assume that r ∈ U , and that U is balanced in
the sense that for any u ∈ U , either σR (u) ∩ U = ∅ or σR (u) ⊆ U . (This is without loss
of generality: should
S U itself not meet these conditions, then we may proceed with the set
U 0 := U ∪ {r} ∪ {σR (u) | u ∈ U, σR (u) ∩ U 6= ∅}.) By monotonicity of AD it suffices to
show that S[pU ], r AD haI i; that is, we need to supply ∃ with a winning strategy h in the
game AD := A(AD , S[pU ])@(aI , r). In order to define this strategy, we will make use of
two auxiliary strategies: let f and g be positional winning strategies for ∃ in the acceptance
games A(A, S[pU ]) and A(AD , S[pU ]), respectively.
∃’s strategy in AD will be based on maintaining the following condition:
With Σ = (an , sn )n≤k a partial match of AD , one of the following holds:
(†1D ) (ak , sk ) ∈ A × U and Σ corresponds to an f -guided match of A(A, S[pU ]),
(†D )
(†2D ) (al , sl ) ∈ A⊥ × S for some l ≤ k such that S[pU ], sl AD hal i,
and (ai , si )l≤i≤k is a g-guided A(AD , S[pU ])-match.
In words, ∃ will make sure that the match either stays in A × U while she can play f ,
or it moves to A⊥ × S at a moment when it is safe for her to follow the strategy g.
Let us first see that ∃ can maintain this condition during one single round of the game.
Claim 1 . Let Σ be a partial match of AD satisfying (†D ). Then ∃ has a legitimate move
guaranteeing that, after any response move by ∀, (†D ) holds again.
Proof of Claim Let Σ = (an , sn )n≤k be as in the claim, and distinguish cases. Leaving
the easy case, where Σ satisfies (†2D ), for the reader, we assume that Σ satisfies (†1D ). Then
obviously its final position (ak , sk ) is a winning position for ∃ in A(A, S[pU ]). Since sk ∈ U
we have σS[pU ] (sk ) = σS (sk ), so we may denote this object as σ(sk ) without causing confusion.
Let m : σR (sk ) → PA be the marking given by her positional winning strategy f at position
(ak , sk ).
By the legitimacy of this move we have that σ(sk ), m 1 Θ(ak ). In order to define ∃’s
move mD in A(AD , S[pU ]), we distinguish cases.
If σR (sk ) ⊆ U we simply put mD := m, and we leave it for the reader to verify that this
move of ∃ satisfies the requirements formulated in the claim.
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Alternatively, by our assumption on U we have that σR (sk ) ∩ U = ∅; in this case we put
mD (t) := m(t)⊥ ,
for each t ∈ σR (u). It then easily follows from σ(sk ), m 1 Θ(a) that σ(sk ), mD 1 Θ⊥ (a),
and so σ(sk ), mD 1 ΘD (a) by definition of ΘD . In other words, mD is a legitimate move.
To see that by picking this move ∃ maintains the condition (†D ), consider an arbitrary
response (b⊥ , t) of ∀ such that b⊥ ∈ mD (t). By definition of mD it follows that b ∈ m(t), and
so by the assumption that m is part of ∃’s winning strategy f , we obtain S[pU ], t Ahbi.
But now we may reason as before (cf. Claim 1 in the proof of Proposition 5.9): Since
t 6∈ U and U is downward closed, the entire subtree generated by t is disjoint from U , so
that we find S[p 7→ ∅], t
Ahbi. We may now use Proposition 4.3 and (6.4) to obtain
S[pU ], t AD hb⊥ i. In other words, in this case the continuation match Σ · (b⊥ , t) satisfies
condition (†2D ).
J
Based on Claim 1 we may provide ∃ with a winning strategy h in AD , exactly as in the
proof of Proposition 5.9. This proves the direction from left to right of (6.5).
We now turn to the right-to-left direction of (6.5), for which we assume that S, r
AD haI i, with aI ∈ A. In order to supply ∃ with a winning strategy h in the game
A(A, S)@(aI , r), we will make use of arbitrary but fixed positional winning strategies f and
g for ∃ in the acceptance games A(AD , S) and A(A, S), respectively.
∃’s strategy in A(A, S)@(aI , r) will be based on maintaining the following condition:
With Σ = (an , sn )n≤k a partial match of A(A, S)@(aI , r), one of the following holds:
(‡D ) (‡1D ) Σ corresponds to an f -guided match of A(AD , S),
(‡2D ) S, sl Ahal i for some l ≤ k, and (ai , si )l≤i≤k is a g-guided A(A, S)-match.
Once more our main claim is that ∃ can maintain condition (‡D ) during one single round
of the game.
Claim 2 . Let Σ be a partial match of A(A, S)@(aI , r) satisfying (‡D ). Then ∃ has a
legitimate move guaranteeing that, after any response move by ∀, (‡D ) holds again.
Proof of Claim Let Σ = (an , sn )n≤k be as in the claim, and distinguish cases. If Σ
satisfies (‡2D ), ∃ can simply continue to use the strategy g.
If Σ satisfies (‡1D ), then obviously its final position (ak , sk ) ∈ A × S is a winning position
for ∃ in A(AD , S). Let m : σR (sk ) → PAD be the marking given by her positional winning
strategy f , then we have σ(sk ), m 1 ΘD (ak ) by legitimacy of m. Now distinguish cases,
as to which disjunct of ΘD (ak ) = Θ(ak ) ∨ Θ(ak )[b⊥ /b | b ∈ A] holds at the one-step model
(σ(sk ), m).
In case σ(sk ), m 1 Θ(ak ), we may assume without loss of generality that m(t) ∈ P(A),
for all t ∈ σR (ak ). We now simply define ∃’s move mD in A(A, S)@(aI , r) by setting
mD := m. In this case it is straightforward to verify that mD is legitimate and that for any
response move (b, t) of ∀, the resulting partial match Σ · (b, t) satisfies condition (‡1D ).
In case σ(sk ), m 1 Θ(ak )[b⊥ /b | b ∈ A], we may assume without loss of generality that
m(t) ∈ P(A⊥ ), for all t ∈ σR (ak ). We define ∃’s move mD by putting
mD (t) := {b ∈ A | b⊥ ∈ m(t)},
for each t ∈ σR (sk ). It is straightforward to verify that σ(sk ), mD
that mD is a legitimate move for ∃ in A(A, S) at position (ak , sk ).

1

Θ(ak ), which shows
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Now consider an arbitrary (legitimate) response (b, t) of ∀; we claim that the resulting
continuation Σ · (b, t) of Σ satisfies (‡2D ). To see this, observe that by definition of mD it
follows from b ∈ mD (t) that b⊥ ∈ m(t), which means that (b⊥ , t) is a legitimate move for ∀
in A(AD , S) at position m. But since m is part of ∃’s winning strategy f , this means that
S, t AD hb⊥ i. It then follows from (6.4) that S, t A⊥ hb⊥ i. Hence by Proposition 4.3 we
obtain that S[p 7→ ∅], t Ahbi, and then by monotonicity of A that S, t Ahbi. This means
that Σ · (b, t) satisfies (‡2D ) indeed.
J
Based on this claim, we define the usual strategy h for ∃ in A(S, S). To see why this
strategy is winning for her, we consider an arbitrary h-guided match Σ of A(S, S)@(aI , r),
and focus on the case where Σ = (an , sn )n∈ω is infinite. Observe that because ΩD assigns an
odd priority to states in the initial part A of AD , it cannot be the case that Σ corresponds
to a full f -guided AD (AD , S)-match. Hence, there must be a stage k ∈ ω when the match
moves out of the initial part of AD , which means that S, sk Ahak i and (an , sn )k≤n<ω is a
g-guided match of A(A, S). From this it is straightforward to derive that Σ is won by ∃.
Proof of Theorem 6.3. To define the required map (·)D : µML(X) → µMLD
p (X), fix a µMLformula ξ. We define
ξ D := trAMD (aξ ),
ξ

where Aξ haξ i is an initialized modal automaton that is equivalent to ξ, and trAMD is the
ξ

translation associated with the automaton AMD
ξ . We leave it for the reader to verify that
this map satisfies the requirements stated by the theorem — the proof follows the same lines
as that of Theorem 5.3.

7. The single branch property
As a variation of the finite-width property, we consider the single-branch property.
Definition 7.1. A formula ξ ∈ µML(X) has the single branch property for p ∈ X if ξ is
monotone in p, and, for every tree model (S, r),
S, r

ξ iff S[pU ], r

ξ, for some branch U ⊆ S,

where a subset U ⊆ S is a branch if U = {sn | n < κ} for some (finite or infinite) path
(sn )n<κ starting at s0 = r.
The syntactic fragment corresponding to this property is the following.
Definition 7.2. Given a set Q ⊆ X such that p ∈ Q, we define the fragment µMLB
p,Q by the
following grammar:
ϕ ::= p | q | ψ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | p ∧ ϕ | ψ ∧ ϕ | 3ϕ | µx.ϕ0 | νx.ϕ0 ,
where q ∈ Q, ψ ∈ µML(X \ Q) is a Q-free formula and ϕ0 ∈ µMLB
p,Q∪{x} . In case Q is the
B
B
singleton {p}, we will write µMLp rather than µML{p},{p} .
Formulas ξ in this fragment share with those in µMLW
p the property that no p-active
subformula of ξ may be in the scope of a box modality. The difference with µMLW
p lies in
the role of conjunctions: if ϕ0 ∧ ϕ1 is a subformula of ξ ∈ µMLB
,
then
p
cannot
be
active in
p
both conjuncts ϕi , unless one of these conjuncts is actually identical to p. All formulas from
Example 2.24, except ϕ4 and ϕ6 , belong to µMLSp .
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A further difference with the earlier (and later) languages is that µMLB
p is defined using
B
fragments of the form µMLp,Q , where the propositional variables in Q have a slightly different
role than p. This difference can be best explained by means of an example: where the formula
νx.3(x ∧ 3p) does not belong to the fragment µMLW
p (and does not have the single-branch
W
property), the formula νx.3(p ∧ 3x) ∈ µMLp does have the property.
Our characterization theorem for the single-branch property reads as follows.
Theorem 7.3. There is an effective translation which maps a given µML-formula ξ to a
formula ξ B ∈ µMLB
p such that
ξ has the single branch property for p iff ξ ≡ ξ B ,

(7.1)

and it is decidable in elementary time whether a given formula ξ has the single branch
property for p.
As before we start with the easy part of the proof.
Proposition 7.4. Every formula ξ ∈ µMLB
p has the single branch property with respect to p.
Proof. Let ξ be a formula in µMLB
p , then clearly ξ is monotone in p. Fix a tree model S with
root r. We have to show
S, r

ξ iff S[pU ], r

ξ, for some branch U ⊆ S.

(7.2)

The direction from right to left follows from the monotonicity of ξ in p. For the direction
from left to right, suppose that S, r ξ. We need to find a branch U such that S[pU ], r ξ.
Since ξ is true at r in S, ∃ has a positional winning strategy f in the game E0 =
E(ξ, S)@(ξ, s).
Claim 1 . For every k < ω there is at most one f -guided match Σ = (ϕn , sn )n≤k of length
k, such that p is active in every ϕn but ϕk 6= p.
Proof of Claim We prove the claim by induction on k. Call a match Σ = (ϕn , sn )n≤k
p-active if p is active in every ϕn , n ≤ k.
For the base case there is nothing to prove since there is only one match of length 0
altogether, viz., the match consisting of the starting position (ξ, r).
For the inductive case, it suffices to show that if Σ = (ϕn , sn )n≤k is a p-active match,
then it has at most one p-active continuation Σ · (ϕk+1 , sk+1 ). To show this, we distinguish
cases as to the shape of ϕk .
If ϕk is a proposition letter, then Σ is a full match, and thus has no continuation at
all. (Observe that by assumption we must have ϕk = p, but this is not relevant for the
argument.) If ϕk = x for some bound variable x, then (ϕk+1 , sk+1 ) = (δx , sk ), and p is
active in δk . If ϕk is either a disjunction or a formula of the form 3ϕ0 , then, since we fixed
∃’s strategy, there is exactly one continuation Σ · (ϕk+1 , sk+1 ), and therefore at most one
p-active such continuation. Finally, if ϕ = ϕ0 ∧ ϕ00 is a conjunction, then by the constraints
0
of well-formed formulas of µMLB
p , at most one of the conjuncts can be active in p, unless ϕ or
ϕ00 is identical to p. From this it is immediate that Σ has at most one p-active continuation
Σ · (ϕk+1 , sk+1 ) where ϕk+1 6= p.
This finishes the proof of the claim.
J
We define U ⊆ S such that
u ∈ U iff there is a ϕ such that (ϕ, u) is f -reachable in E0 and p is active in ϕ.
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It easily follows from the claim that U is a branch of S. It is now a routine exercise to verify
that (ξ, r) is a winning position for ∃ in E(ξ, S[pU ]) — she may in fact use the very same
strategy f .
For the hard part of the proof we involve the following class of automata.
Definition 7.5. A bipartite modal automaton A = (A, B, Θ, Ω) belongs to the class Aut B
p
of single-branch automata if the one-step language associated with B is the language
1ML(X \ {p}, B), and the one-step language associated with A is given by the following
grammar:
α ::= p | 3a | β | α ∧ β | > | α ∨ α | ⊥
(7.3)
where a ∈ A and β ∈ 1ML(X \ {p}, B).
In words, the two key conditions on a bipartite automaton A = (A, B, Θ, Ω) are that (i)
the initial part A of A can only be accessed from itself through a formula of the form 3a
(with a ∈ A), and that (ii), as before, the propositional variable p may ony occur positively
in the initial part, and not at all in the final part of A.
Proposition 7.6. Let A = (A0 , A1 , Θ, Ω) be a bipartite modal automaton in Aut B
p . Then
B
there is a translation trA : A → µML such that trA (a) ∈ µMLp for every state a ∈ A0 .
Proof. We prove this proposition using a (minor) variation of Proposition 3.22, where we
define the fragment F (Q) := µMLB
p,Q only for subsets Q ⊆ PROP such that p ∈ Q. (It is easy
to check that this modification does not have an effect on the proof of the proposition.) The
verification that (i) µMLB := {µMLW
p,Q | p ∈ Q ⊆ PROP} satisfies the properties (EP), (SP1),
(SP2) and (ACη ) for η ∈ {µ, ν}, can be established by routine proofs. We may prove that
(ii) for all a ∈ A, the formula Θ(a) belongs to the set µMLB
{p},A by a straightforward formula
induction on the formulas generated by the grammar (7.3). And, finally, as in the earlier
cases it is easy to show the existence of a translation tr : B → µML(X \ {p}); from this it is
immediate that (iii) tr(b) ∈ µMLW
{p} , for all b ∈ B.
Note that it follows from Proposition 7.6 and Proposition 7.4 that initialized automata
in IAut B
p have the single branch property.
We now turn to the key definition of this section, viz., the transformation (·)B of a
disjunctive automaton into an Aut B
p -structure. This construction is very similar to the
one we used in the section on the finite-width property; the difference lies in the one-step
translation, where now, in order to translate a disjunct π ∧ ∇B, we do not consider all
ways to write B as a union B = B1 ∪ B2 , but only the ones where B1 is either empty or a
singleton.
Definition 7.7. Let (·)B : 1DML(X, A) → 1ML(X, A ] A⊥ ) be the one-step translation given
by the following inductive definition:
 _
(π ∧ ∇B)B := π ∧ ∇B ⊥ ∨
π ∧ 3b ∧ ∇B2⊥ {b} ∪ B2 = B
⊥B
:= ⊥
(α ∨ β)B
:= αB ∨ β B .
Let A = (A, Θ, Ω) be a disjunctive modal automaton which is positive in p. We define
the automaton AB as the bipartite structure (AB , ΘB , ΩB ) where AB := A ] A⊥ , and the
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maps ΘB and ΩB are given by putting
ΘB (a)
:= Θ(a)B
ΘB (a⊥ ) := Θ⊥ (a)

and

ΩB (a)
:= Ω(a)
B
⊥
Ω (a ) := Ω(a),

for an arbitrary state a ∈ A.
We leave it for the reader to verify the following proposition.
Proposition 7.8. Let Ahai be an initialized disjunctive modal automaton which is positive
in p. Then its transformation AB hai belongs to the class IAut B
p.
We are now ready for the main technical lemma of this section.
Proposition 7.9. Let Ahai be an initialized disjunctive modal automaton which is positive
in p. If AhaI i has the single-branch property, then AhaI i ≡ AB haI i.
Proof. Let A = (A, Θ, Ω) be a disjunctive modal automaton, and assume that AhaI i has
the single branch property, where aI ∈ A. In order to prove the equivalence of AhaI i and
AB haI i, it suffices to take an arbitrary ω-unravelled Kripke tree (S, r) and prove that
S, r

AhaI i iff S, r

AB haI i.

(7.4)

Our proof of (7.4) is very similar to that of the corresponding statement (5.5) in the
proof of Proposition 5.9. For this reason we will focus on the details where the two proofs
differ.
We first consider the direction from left to right of (7.4). Assume that S, r AhaI i,
then it follows from the single branch property of Ahai that there is a path (un )n<κ starting
at r and such that, with U := {un | n < κ}, we have S[pU ], r AhaI i. Without loss of
generality we may assume that (un )n<κ is of maximal length, that is, either κ = ω, or κ < ω
and σR (uκ−1 ) = ∅; it follows that in particular, r ∈ U . By monotonicity of AB it suffices
to show that S[pU ], r AB haI i; that is, we need to supply ∃ with a winning strategy h
in the game AB := A(AB , S[pU ])@(aI , r). In order to define this strategy, we will make
use of two auxiliary strategies: let f and g be positional winning strategies for ∃ in the
acceptance games A(A, S[pU ]) and A(AB , S[pU ]) itself, respectively. By Fact 3.12 and
the disjunctivity of A we may assume without loss of generality that at any position (a, s)
that is winning for ∃ in A(A, S[pU ]), the marking picked by f assigns a singleton to each
t ∈ σR (s).
The condition that ∃ will maintain when playing AB is the following.
With Σ = (an , sn )n≤k a partial match of AB , one of the following holds:
(†1B ) (ak , sk ) ∈ A × U and Σ is an f -guided match of A(A, S[pU ]),
(†B )
(†2B ) (al , sl ) ∈ A⊥ × S for some l ≤ k such that S[pU ], sl AB hal i,
and (ai , si )l≤i≤k is a g-guided A(AB , S[pU ])-match.
Observe that this corresponds seamlessly to the condition (†B ) featuring in the finitewidth case.
Claim 1 . Let Σ be a partial match of AB satisfying (†B ). Then ∃ has a legitimate move
guaranteeing that, after any response move by ∀, (†B ) holds again.
Proof of Claim Let Σ = (an , sn )n≤k be as in the claim. Leaving the easy case, where Σ
satisfies (†2B ), as a exercise for the reader, we focus on the case where (†1B ) holds. Here the final
position (ak , sk ) of Σ is a winning position for ∃ in A(A, S[pU ]), and with m : σR (sk ) → PA
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being the marking given by ∃’s positional winning strategy f , we have σ(sk ), m 1 π ∧ ∇B
for some disjunct π ∧ ∇B of Θ(ak ).
If sk is the last point of the branch U , we define mB : σR (sk ) → PAB by putting
mB (t) := m(t)⊥ , and we leave it for the reader to verify that mB , as a move for ∃ in
A(AB , S[pU ], satisfies the conditions of the claim.
Alternatively, let u ∈ σR (sk ) ∩ U be the (unique) successor of sk on the branch U .
By our assumption on m, there is a unique state b ∈ A such that m(u) = {b}. As in
the finite-width case, u has a sibling u ∈ σR (sk ) \ U such that S, u ↔ S, u, and hence,
S[p 7→ ∅], u ↔ S[p 7→ ∅], u. Now define mB : σR (sk ) → PAB by putting

m(t) ∪ m(t)⊥ if t = u
B
m (t) :=
m(t)⊥
if t 6= u.
In order to showSthat mB is a legitimate move for ∃ in A(AB , S[pU ]) at position (ak , sk ),
we define B2 := t6=u m(t). Then clearly B = {b} ∪ B2 and so it suffices to prove that
σ(sk ), mB

1

3b ∧ ∇B2⊥ .

(7.5)

The proof of (7.5) proceeds exactly as that of (5.8) in the finite-width case. We omit the
details, as we do for the proof that, for any response move (t, c) by ∀ to ∃’s move mB , the
resulting continuation Σ · (t, c) satisfies condition (†B ).
J
Based on this claim it is straightforward to define a winning strategy h for ∃ in AB .
This proves the direction from left to right of (7.4).
In order to prove the opposite, right-to-left, direction of (7.4), our line of reasoning is
the same as in the finite-width case. Again we leave the details for the reader.
Proof of Theorem 7.3. Given a formula ξ ∈ µML(X), we define
ξ B := trDMB (dξ ).
ξ

(·)B

It is not difficult to verify that this map
: µML(X) → µMLB
p (X) satisfies the requirements
stated by the theorem — the proof follows exactly the same lines as that of Theorem 5.3.

8. Continuity
In this section we prove one of our main results, namely, we give a syntactic characterization
of the continuous fragment of the modal µ-calculus. We recall the definition of continuity.
Definition 8.1. A µ-formula ξ ∈ µML(X) is continuous in p ∈ X if
S, s

ξ iff S[pU ], s

ξ, for some finite subset U ⊆ S

for every pointed model (S, s).
We leave it for the reader to verify that continuity implies monotonicity: Any formula
that is continuous in p is also monotone in p.
The property of continuity is of interest for at least two reasons: its link to the wellknown topological notion of Scott continuity [26] (which also explains the name ‘continuity’),
and its connection with the notion of constructivity.
Scott topology Recall that a complete lattice P is a partially ordered set (P, ≤) in which
each subset has a greatest lower bound (called the meet) and a least upper bound (called
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V
W
the join). If U is a subset of the lattice, we denote by U the meet of U and by U the
join of U . For example, for all sets S, the power set P(S), ordered by set inclusion, is a
complete lattice.
Given a complete lattice (P, ≤), a subset D ⊆ P is directed if for every pair d1 , d2 ∈ D
there is a d ∈ D such that d1 ≤ d and d2 ≤ d. A subset U ⊆ P is called Scott open if it
upward closed (that is, if u ∈ U and u ≤ v then
W v ∈ U ), and satisfies, for any directed
D ⊆ P , the property that U ∩ D 6= ∅ whenever D ∈ U . It is not hard to prove that the
Scott open sets indeed provide a topology, the so-called Scott topology. For the associated
topological notion of continuity, let (P, ≤) and (P 0 , ≤0 ) be two complete lattices. A map
f : P → P 0 is Scott continuous if for all Scott opens U 0 ⊆ P 0 , the set f −1 [U 0 ] is Scott open.
It is a standard result that a map f : P →WP 0 is Scott
W0 continuous iff f preserves directed
joins (that is, if D ⊆ P is directed, then f ( D) =
f [D]).
To connect this to our notion of continuity, recall from the introduction that, given a
formula ξ, a proposition letter p and a model S = (S, R, V ), the map ξpS : P(S) → P(S) is
defined by
ξpS (U ) = {s ∈ S | S[p 7→ U ], s ξ}.
(8.1)
Now the link is given by the following Proposition. The (routine) proof of this Proposition
is left as an exercise for the reader.
Proposition 8.2. A µ-formula ξ is continuous in p iff for all models S = (S, R, V ), the
map ξpS : P(S) → P(S) is Scott continuous.
Constructivity Basically, a formula is constructive if the ordinal approximation of its least
fixpoint is always reached in at most ω steps.
Given a formula ξ and a model S = (S, R, V ), we define, by induction on i < ω, a map
ξpi : P(S) → P(S). We let ξp0 be the identity map, and for i < ω define ξpi+1 := ξpS ◦ ξpi , where
ξpS is as in (8.1). A monotone formula ξ is bounded in p if for some natural number n, the
least fixpoint of ξ is always reached in n steps (that is, ξpn (∅) = ξpn+1 (∅) for all models S),
and constructive in p if the least fixpoint is always reached in ω many
S steps (that is, for all
models S = (S, R, V ), the least fixpoint of the map ξp is equal to {ξpi (∅) | i < ω}.
In [40], Otto proved that it is decidable in exponential time whether a basic modal
formula is bounded (and whether a given formula of the modal µ-calculus is equivalent to
a basic modal formula). But to the best of our knowledge, decidability of constructivity
(that is, the problem whether a given µ-formula is constructive in p) is an open problem.
In passing we mention that Czarnecki [15] found, for each ordinal β < ω 2 , a formula ξβ for
which β is the least ordinal such that the least fixpoint of ξβ is always reached in β steps.
The connection between the notions of continuity and constructivity is an intriguing
one. It is a routine exercise to prove that continuity implies constructivity: if ξ is continuous
in p, then it is also constructive in p. The opposite inclusion does not hold, as the examples
ξ1 (p) = 2p ∧ 22⊥ and ξ2 (p) = νx.p ∧ 3x testify. However, in the previous examples, we
have µp.ξ1 ≡ µp.22⊥ and µp.ξ2 ≡ µp.⊥. That is, in each case there is a continuous formula
ψi that is equivalent to ξi ‘modulo an application of the least fixpoint operation’. This
suggests the following question concerning the link between continuity and constructivity.
Can we find, for any formula ξ ∈ µML which is constructive in p, a continuous formula
ψ such that µp.ξ ≡ µp.ψ? We leave this as an open problem, as we do with the broader
question whether there is a ‘nice’ syntactic fragment of the modal µ-calculus that captures
constructivity in the sense that a formula ξ is constructive in p iff it is equivalent to a
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formula ξ 0 which belongs to the given fragment (and which would preferably be effectively
obtainable from ξ).
We now turn to the main result of this section, namely, our characterization result for
continuity. Our approach here is based on the observation that continuity can be seen as
the combination of monotonicity, the finite depth property and the finite width property.
Proposition 8.3. A µ-formula ξ is continuous in p iff it is monotone in p and has both
the finite depth and the finite width property with respect to p.
Proof. It is fairly easy to see that if a µ-calculus formula ξ is continuous in p, then it has
both the finite depth and the finite width property for p. For some detail, let (S, r) be a
tree model such that S, r ξ. Assuming that ξ is continuous in p, we can find a finite set
U ⊆ S such that S[pU ] ξ. Now consider the set ↑U := {s ∈ S | U ⊆ R∗ [s]}. Since U is
finite, the set ↑U is a subtree of S that is both noetherian and finitely branching; and since
U ⊆ ↑U , it follows by monotonicity that S[p(↑U )] ξ. This suffices to show that ϕ has
both the finite depth property and the finite width property for p.
For the opposite implication, assume that ξ ∈ µML has all three properties mentioned.
Fix a Kripke structure S = (S, R, V ) and a point s ∈ S. We have to show
S, s

ξ iff S[pU ], s

ξ, for some finite subset U ⊆ S.

The direction from right to left follows from the fact that ξ is monotone in p. For the
opposite direction, suppose that S, s ξ. Let T, with root r, be a tree unravelling of (S, s),
with f : T → S denoting the canonical bounded morphism.
Since ξ has the finite width property with respect to p, there is a downward closed
subset U1 ⊆ T which is finitely branching and such that T[pU1 ], r ξ. But ξ also has the
finite depth property with respect to p. Hence there is a subset U2 of T such that U2 is
downward closed, does not contain any infinite path and satisfies T[pU1 ∩ U2 ], r ξ. By
König’s Lemma, the set U := U1 ∩ U2 is finite.
We claim that
S[pf [U ]] ξ.
0
−1
To see this, define U := f [f [U ]], then clearly U ⊆ U 0 . By monotonicity it follows from
T[pU ], r ξ that T[pU 0 ], r ξ. It is straightforward to verify that T[pU 0 ], r ↔ S[pf [U ]], s,
and so we find that S[pf [U ]], s ξ by invariance under bisimilarity (Fact 2.20). This suffices,
since clearly f [U ] is finite.
The syntactic fragment corresponding to continuity can be defined as follows.
Definition 8.4. Given a set P ⊆ X, we define the fragment µMLC
P by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= p | ψ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | 3ϕ | µx.ϕ0 ,
where ψ ∈ µML(X \ P ) is a P -free formula and ϕ0 ∈ µMLC
P ∪{x} . In case P is a singleton, say,
C
C
P = {p}, we will write µMLp rather than µML{p} .
D
Observe that this fragment is the intersection of the fragments µMLW
p and µMLp (defined
M
in, respectively, Definition 5.2 and 6.2). That is, µMLC
p consists of those formulas ξ ∈ µMLp
such that no p-active subformula ψ of ξ occurs in the scope of either a box modality or a
greatest fixpoint operator. For instance, all formulas from Example 2.24 belong to µMLC
p,
except ϕ4 and ϕ5 .
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D
From these observations, the earlier results on µMLM
p , µMLp and µMLp , and Proposition 8.3 the following is immediate.

Proposition 8.5. Every formula ξ ∈ µMLC
p is continuous in p.
Our characterization then is as follows. As mentioned in the introduction, an earlier
presentation of this result was given by the first author in [23]. Note that van Benthem [3] gave
a characterization of the first-order formulas that are continuous (or ‘finitely distributive’,
in his terminology) in a given predicate letter P .
Theorem 8.6. There is an effective translation which, given a µML-formula ξ, computes a
formula ξ C ∈ µMLC (p) such that
ξ is continuous in p iff ξ ≡ ξ C ,

(8.2)

and it is decidable in elementary time whether a given formula ξ is continuous in p.
The automata characterizing continuity are defined as follows.
Definition 8.7. A bipartite modal automaton A = (A0 , A1 , Θ, Ω) belongs to the class
Aut C
p of p-continuous automata if, relative to this partition, A is both a finite-width and a
finite-depth automaton, with respect to p.
Proposition 8.8. Let A = (A0 , A1 , Θ, Ω) be a bipartite modal automaton in Aut C
p . Then
C
there is a translation trA : A → µML such that trA (a) ∈ µMLp for every state a ∈ A0 .
The proof of Proposition 8.8 is straightforward, on the basis of the corresponding proofs
for the finite-depth and the finite-width automata.
We are now ready for the main technical lemma of this section.
Proposition 8.9. Let AhaI i be an initialized disjunctive modal automaton which is positive
in p. If AhaI i is continuous in p, then AhaI i ≡ AWD haI i.
Proof. Let AhaI i be as in the formulation of the proposition, then AhaI i obviously is
monotone in p. The proposition then follows from the following chain of equivalences and
implications:
AhaI i is continuous in p
⇐⇒ AhaI i has both the finite width and the finite depth property for p (Proposition 8.3)
=⇒ AhaI i ≡ AW haI i and AhaI i has the finite depth property for p
⇐⇒ AhaI i ≡ AW haI i and AW haI i has the finite depth property for p
W

W

=⇒ AhaI i ≡ A haI i and A haI i ≡ A

WD

haI i

=⇒ AhaI i ≡ AWD haI i

(Proposition 5.9)
(obvious)
(Proposition 6.9)
(obvious)

Proof of Theorem 8.6. Given a formula ξ ∈ µML(X), define
ξ C := trDMWD (dξ ).
ξ

ξC

It is then straightforward to show that ξ ≡
iff ξ is continuous in p, and this characterization
can also be used to prove the decidability of continuity. (Alternatively and more efficiently,
we can use Proposition 8.3, together with the decidability of each of the three properties
mentioned there that are, jointly taken, equivalent to continuity.)
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9. Full and complete additivity
The last two properties of formulas that we look at both concern the way in which the
semantics of the formula depends on the proposition letter p being true at some single point.
Definition 9.1. A formula ξ ∈ µML is fully additive in p if we have
S, s

ξ iff S[pu], s

ξ, for some u ∈ V (p),

completely additive in p if
S, s

ξ iff S[pu], s

ξ, for some u ∈ S,

and normal if S[p 7→ ∅], s 6 ξ, for every pointed model (S, s). Here and in the sequel we
write S[pu] instead of S[p{u}].
The properties defined in Definition 9.1 go back to Jónsson & Tarski [33, 34], as do the
terms ‘completely additive’ and ‘normal’; we have introduced the term ‘fully additive’ here.
It is easy to see (especially using the definitions in terms of the semantic map ϕSp that we
gave in the introduction), that full additivity is equivalent to the combination of normality
and complete additivity.
In the context of modal logic, the property of full additivity is of interest for at least
two reasons: its role in the duality theory of modal logic [45], and its link with the notion of
safety for bisimulations.
Discrete duality. In the algebraic approach to modal logic, two dualities feature prominently:
a topological duality linking modal algebras to certain topological Kripke frames consisting
of a relational structure which is expanded with a nicely fitting Stone topology, and a discrete
duality connecting ordinary Kripke frames to so-called perfect modal algebras. The latter
structures consist of a complete and atomic Boolean algebra, which is expanded with an
additional operation that is fully additive (that is, preserves all joins of the algebra). This
discrete duality, formulated by Thomasson [43], is based on a 1–1 correspondence, going
back to Jónsson & Tarski [33, 34], between the fully additive maps on the power set of S
and the binary relations on S. Here, the relation associated with a fully additive map f on
PS is given as
Qf := {(s, s0 ) | s ∈ f ({s0 })},
(9.1)
while conversely, every binary relation R on S gives rise to the fully additive map hRi defined
by
hRi(U ) := {s ∈ S | R[s] ∩ U 6= ∅}.
(9.2)
In other words, the discrete duality concerns the semantics of the modal diamond.
Safety for bisimulation. A second and more specific reason for studying full additivity concerns
its key role in the characterization of formulas that are safe for bisimulation. To define this
notion, consider a formula α(x, y) in some appropriate language for describing Kripke models.
This formula induces, on every Kripke model S, a binary relation RαS := {(s, t) | S |= α(s, t)}.
Given two models S and S0 , we call a relation Z ⊆ S × S 0 an α-bisimulation if it is a
0
0
bisimulation for the relations RαS and RαS (in the sense of Definition 2.10, with RαS and RαS
replacing the relations R and R0 , respectively), and we say that α is safe for bisimulation if
every ordinary bisimulation is also an α-bisimulation. This notion was introduced by van
Benthem [4], who also gave a characterization of the safe fragment of first-order logic, that
is, the set of first-order formulas α(x, y) that are safe for bisimulation.
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The link with the notion of full additivity is provided by the discrete duality just
described: the idea is that we can encode the transformations (9.1) and (9.2) in the syntax
of the ambient logic, which in our context is monadic second-order logic (MSO). More
specifically, we already saw how a formula α(x, y) induces a binary relation RαS on every
Kripke model. Now consider a formula β(x; p), where x is an individual variable and p is a
monadic predicate, which, in the style of modal correspondence theory, we will also think of
as a proposition letter. Such an MSO-formula β induces a map fβS on any Kripke model S,
given by fβS (U ) := {s ∈ S | S[p 7→ U ] |= β(s; p)}.
Now, given an MSO-formula α(x, y), define the formula
α∗ (x; p) := ∃y(α(x, y) ∧ p(y)),

(9.3)

where p is a fresh monadic predicate, and conversely, given an MSO-formula β(x; p) which is
fully additive in p, define the formula
β∗ (x, y) := β(x)[λz.z=y/p(z)],

(9.4)

where y is a fresh individual variable, and [λz.z=y/p(z)] is the substitution replacing all
atomic formulas of the form p(z) by z = y. It is not hard to show that α∗ (x; p) is always
fully additive in p, and we leave it for the reader to verify that (9.3) and (9.4) encode,
respectively, (9.2) and (9.1), in the sense that
hRαS i = fαS∗ and Qf S = RβS∗ .
β

As a manifestation of the discrete duality, we find that α ≡ (α∗ (x; p))∗ (y) and β ≡
(β∗ (x, y))∗ (x; p).
The key observation, which can be proved by a routine argument, is now that
α(x, y) is safe for bisimulation iff α∗ (x; p) is bisimulation invariant.

(9.5)

At this point we invoke the Janin-Walukiewicz Theorem [32], which states that an MSOformula γ(x) is bisimulation invariant iff is equivalent to (the standard translation of) a
µML-formula γ 3 , which may be effectively obtained from γ. Combining this with (9.5), we
obtain that
α(x, y) is safe for bisimulation iff α∗ (x; p) ≡ (α∗ (x; p))3 .
(9.6)
∗
In particular, an MSO-formula α(x, y) is safe for bisimulation iff the MSO-formula α (x; p) is
equivalent to a µML-formula that is fully additive in p.
Thus, a syntactic characterization of the fully additive modal µ-formulas also yields
a syntactic characterization of the safe fragment of monadic second-order logic: Suppose
that Fp ⊆ µML characterizes (modulo equivalence) the fragment of the modal µ-calculus
that characterizes full additivity in p, then the set {(ST x (ϕ))∗ (x, y) | ϕ ∈ Fp } characterizes
(modulo equivalence) the bisimulation-safe fragment of MSO; here ST x : µML → MSO denotes
some standard truth-preserving translation mapping µML-formulas to MSO-formulas with one
free individual variable x. Such a characterization was first obtained by Hollenberg [30]; we
will come back to his results in Remark 9.11.
We now turn to our syntactic characterizations of the fully and completely additive
modal fixpoint formulas.
Definition 9.2. Given a set P ⊆ X, we define the fragment µMLFP by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= p | ⊥ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ψ | 3ϕ | µx.ϕ0 ,
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where p ∈ P , ψ ∈ µML(X \ P ) is a P -free formula and ϕ0 ∈ µMLFP ∪{x} . Similarly, we define
the fragment µMLA
p by induction in the following way:
ϕ ::= p | ⊥ | ψ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ψ | 3ϕ | µx.ϕ,
where p ∈ P , ψ ∈ µML(X \ P ) is a P -free formula and ϕ0 ∈ µMLA
P ∪{x} . In case P is a singleton,
F
A
say, P = {p}, we will write µMLp and µMLp rather than, respectively, µMLF{p} and µMLA
{p} .
We let the grammars of Definition 9.2 speak for itself. Of the formulas from Example 2.24,
ϕ0 , ϕ2 and ϕ3 belong to µMLFp ; these formulas also belong to µMLA
p , as does ϕ1 . The difference
A
F
between the fragments µMLp and µMLp is that p-free formulas belong to µMLA
p but not to
F
µMLp (except the formula ⊥).
Theorem 9.3. (i) There is an effective translation which, given a µML-formula ξ, computes
a formula ξ F ∈ µMLFp such that
ξ is fully additive in p iff ξ ≡ ξ F ,

(9.7)

and it is decidable in elementary time whether a given formula ξ is fully additive in p.
(ii) Similarly, there is an effective translation which, given a µML-formula ξ, computes a
formula ξ A ∈ µMLA
p such that
ξ is completely additive in p iff ξ ≡ ξ A ,

(9.8)

and it is decidable in elementary time whether a given formula ξ is completely additive in p.
In the sequel we will only prove the first part of Theorem 9.3, the proof for complete
additivity is a variant of this. We first consider the easy direction of Theorem 9.3(i).
Proposition 9.4. Every formula ξ ∈ µMLFp is fully additive in p.
Proof. Let ξ be a formula in µMLFp , then clearly ξ is monotone in p. Fix a tree model S with
root r. We have to show
S, r

ξ iff S[pu], r

ξ, for some point u ∈ V (p).

(9.9)

The direction from right to left follows from the monotonicity of ξ in p. For the direction
from left to right, suppose that S, r
ξ. We need to find a point u ∈ V (p) such that
S[pu], r ξ.
Since ξ is true at r in S, ∃ has a positional winning strategy f in the game E0 =
E(ξ, S)@(ξ, s). Similar to the proof of Proposition 7.4, we can prove the following claim.
Claim 1 . For every k < ω there is at most one f -guided match Σ = (ϕn , sn )n≤k of length
k, such that p is active in every ϕn .
In proving this claim, the difference with the single-branch case is that now, the only
p-active conjunctions are of the form p ∧ ψ, where ψ is not p-active. Hence, a partial match
ending in a position with such a conjunction, will have exactly one p-active continuation.
It follows from Claim 1 that there is a unique maximal p-active match Σ = (ϕn , sn )n<κ .
Claim 2 . Σ is finite and its last position is the unique position in Σ of the form (p, u).
Proof of Claim It is easy to see that Σ must be finite, since otherwise, being f -guided, it
should be won by ∃, while the only p-active bound variables of ξ are least fixpoint variables
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(cf. the proof of Proposition 6.4 in the finite-depth case). It should also be clear that Σ can
have at most one position of the form (p, s) (since at such a position the match will be over).
We may thus consider the final position (ϕ, r) of Σ. It follows by maximality of Σ that
ϕ cannot be of the form x (with x a bound variable of ξ), 3ϕ0 , ϕ0 ∧ ϕ1 , or ϕ0 ∨ ϕ1 — in the
latter case, both disjuncts ϕi would be p-active. Hence the only possibility left is that ϕ = p
indeed.
J
To finish the proof, let u ∈ S be the state such that the pair (p, u) is the final position
of Σ. It is easy to check that (ξ, r) is a winning position for ∃ in E(ξ, S[pu]) — she may use
the very same strategy f as in E(ξ, S).
For the proof of the hard direction of Theorem 9.3, we introduce the following class of
automata.
Definition 9.5. A bipartite modal automaton A = (A, B, Θ, Ω) belongs to the class
Aut Fp of finite-width automata if the one-step language associated with B is the language
1ML(X \ {p}, B), and the one-step language associated with A is given by the following
grammar:
α ::= p | 3a | ⊥ | β ∧ α | α ∨ α
(9.10)
where a ∈ A and β ∈ 1ML(X \ {p}, B).
Proposition 9.6. Let A = (A, B, Θ, Ω) be a bipartite modal automaton in Aut Fp . Then
there is a translation trA : A → µML such that trA (a) ∈ µMLFp for every state a ∈ A.
Proof. Once more we will apply Proposition 3.22. Since it is fairly obvious that A satisfies
the conditions (ii) and (iii) of mentioned proposition, and that µMLF := {µMLFP | P ⊆ω PROP}
satisfies the properties (EP), (SP2) and (CAµ ), we only show that µMLF satisfies the first
substitution property.
For this purpose we will prove, by induction on ϕ, that ϕ[ψ/x] belongs to the fragment
µMLFP whenever ϕ ∈ µMLFP ∪{x} and ψ ∈ µMLFP . We leave the easy cases as exercises to the
reader, and note that the case where ϕ = µy.ϕ0 is dealt with exactly as in the proof of
Proposition 5.6. We focus on the case where ϕ is of the form χ ∧ ϕ0 because ϕ0 ∈ µMLFP ∪{x}
and χ is P ∪ {x}-free. It then follows that χ[ψ/x] = χ is P -free, and by induction that
ϕ0 [ψ/x] ∈ µMLFP . But from this it is immediate that ϕ[ψ/x] = χ[ψ/x] ∧ ϕ0 [ψ/x] belongs to
the fragment µMLFP indeed.
As before, our main result is based on a transformation of an arbitrary disjunctive
automaton into an automaton in the class Aut Fp .
Definition 9.7. Let (·)F : 1DML(X, A) → 1ML(X, A ] A⊥ ) be the one-step translation given
by the following inductive definition:

⊥

if p ∈ π
 π ∧ ∇B
F
⊥
if p 6∈ π and B = ∅
(π ∧ ∇B)
:=
_

⊥

π ∧ 3b ∧ ∇B2 {b} ∪ B2 = B
if p 6∈ π and B 6= ∅
⊥F
(α ∨ β)F

:= ⊥
:= αF ∨ β F .

Let A = (A, Θ, Ω) be a disjunctive modal automaton which is positive in p. Without
loss of generality we may assume that for every a ∈ A and every disjunct π ∧ ∇B of Θ(a),
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either p or ¬p (but not both) is a conjunct of π. (If not, we may replace π ∧ ∇B with the
formula (π ∧ p) ∧ ∇B ∨ (π ∧ ¬p) ∧ ∇B.) We define the automaton AF as the structure
(AF , ΘF , ΩF ), where AF := A ] A⊥ , and the maps ΘF and ΩF are given by putting
ΘF (a)
:= Θ(a)F
F
⊥
Θ (a ) := Θ⊥ (a)

and

ΩF (a)
:= 1
ΩF (a⊥ ) := Ω(a),

for an arbitrary state a ∈ A.
Proposition 9.8. Let Ahai be an initialized disjunctive modal automaton which is positive
in p. Then its transformation AF haI i belongs to the class IAut Fp .
Proposition 9.9. Let Ahai be an initialized disjunctive modal automaton which is positive
in p. If AhaI i is fully additive in p, then AhaI i ≡ AF haI i.
Proof. Let A = (A, Θ, Ω) be a disjunctive modal automaton, and assume that, for some
state aI ∈ A, AhaI i is fully additive in p. In order to prove the equivalence of AhaI i and
AF haI i, it suffices to take an arbitrary ω-unravelled Kripke tree (S, r) and prove that
S, r

AhaI i iff S, r

AF haI i.

(9.11)

Our proof of (9.11) is very similar to that of the corresponding statements in the proofs
of Proposition 7.9 and Proposition 6.9; for this reason we will be brief, often referring for
details to these earlier proofs.
We first consider the direction from left to right of (9.11). Assume that S, r AhaI i,
then it follows by the full additivity of Ahai in p that there is a point u ∈ V (p) such that
S[pu], r AhaI i. Let ρ = (un )n≤m be the unique path from r = u0 to u = um , and define
U := {tn | n ≤ m} to be the set of points on this path. By monotonicity of AF it suffices to
show that S[pu], r AF haI i; that is, we need to supply ∃ with a winning strategy h in the
game AF := A(AF , S[pu])@(aI , r). We will write σV0 := σS[pu] and σ 0 := (σV0 , σR ) for the
coalgebraic unfolding map of the Kripke structure S[pu].
In order to define the strategy h, we will make use of positional winning strategies f
and g for ∃ in the acceptance games A(A, S[pu]) and A(AF , S[pu]) itself, respectively. By
Fact 3.12 we may assume without loss generality that at any position (a, s) that is winning
for ∃ in A(A, S[pu]), the marking picked by f assigns a singleton to each t ∈ σR (s).
The condition that ∃ will maintain when playing AF is the following.
With Σ = (an , sn )n≤k a partial match of AF , one of the following holds:
(†1F ) (ak , sk ) ∈ A × U and Σ is an f -guided match of A(A, S[pu]),
(†F )
(†2F ) (al , sl ) ∈ A⊥ × S for some l ≤ k such that S[pu], sl AF hal i,
and (ai , si )l≤i≤k is a g-guided A(AF , S[pu])
Claim 1 . Let Σ be a partial match of AF satisfying (†F ). Then ∃ has a legitimate move
guaranteeing that, after any response move by ∀, (†F ) holds again.
Proof of Claim The proof of this claim is a subtle variation on that of the corresponding
claim in the single-branch case. Let Σ = (an , sn )n≤k be as in the claim. Leaving the easy
case, where Σ satisfies (†2F ), as a exercise for the reader, we focus on the case where (†1F )
holds.
Here the path (sn )n≤k = (un )n≤k is an initial segment of the branch U , and the final
position (ak , sk ) of Σ is a winning position for ∃ in A(A, S[pu]). With m : σR (sk ) → PA
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being the marking given by ∃’s positional winning strategy f , we have σ 0 (sk ), m 1 Θ(ak ).
We now distinguish cases.
If sk = u is the last point of the branch U , then S[pu], sk
p, and so we have
0
1
σ (sk ), m
π ∧ ∇B for some disjunct π ∧ ∇B of Θ(ak ) such that p is a conjunct of π. (Here
we use the fact that for every disjunct π ∧ ∇B of Θ(a), either p or ¬p is a conjunct of π).
We define the AF -marking mF on σR (sk ) by putting mF (t) := m(t)⊥ , and we leave it for
the reader to verify that mF , as a move for ∃ in A(AF , S[pu]), satisfies the conditions of
the claim.
If sk 6= u, then p is false at sk . Let uk+1 ∈ σR (sk ) be the (unique) successor of
sk = uk on the branch U . By our assumption on m, there is a unique state b ∈ A
such that m(uk+1 ) = {b}. Note that in this situation, we have that σ(sk ), m 1 π ∧ ∇B
for some disjunct π ∧ ∇B of Θ(ak ) such that B 6= ∅ and ¬p is a conjunct of π. From
this
that the translation (π ∧ ∇B)F is not equal to ⊥, but of the form
W  we may infer
⊥
π ∧ 3b ∧ ∇B2 {b} ∪ B2 = B . In order to define a suitable marking mF , we continue as
in the single-branch case. Let u be the unique successor of sk in U , let b be the unique state
in A such that m(u) = {b}, and let u ∈ σR \ U be some sibling of u such that S, u ↔ S, u.
Define

m(t) ∪ m(t)⊥ if t = u
F
m (t) :=
m(t)⊥
if t 6= u.
The verification, that with this definition the marking mF meets all the specifications of the
claim, is exactly as in the proof of Proposition 7.9, and so we omit the details.
J
On the basis of Claim 1 we may define, in the by now familiar way, a strategy h for ∃
which is winning for her in A(AF , S[pu]). We omit the details.
The opposite direction of (9.11) can be proved by a similar argument as in the proof of
Proposition 6.9, so again we omit the details.
Proof of Theorem 9.3. As mentioned earlier on, we only cover part (i) of the theorem
explicitly, part (ii) can be proved by a fairly obvious variation of this.
To define the required map (·)F : µML(X) → µMLFp (X), fix a µML-formula ξ. We define
ξ F := trDMF (dξ ),
ξ

where Dξ hdξ i is an initialized disjunctive modal automaton that is equivalent to ξ, and
trDMF is the translation associated with the automaton DMF
ξ . We leave it for the reader to
ξ
verify that this map satisfies the requirements stated by the theorem — the proof follows
the same lines as that of Theorem 5.3.
We finish this section with a series of remarks that provide some context to our results.
Remark 9.10. There are interesting connections between the fragments µMLFP and µMLA
P,
and the language PDL of propositional dynamic logic [29]. Since PDL is by nature a polymodal language, to make our point we momentarily switch to the poly-modal µ-calculus.
Carreiro & Venema [12] showed that PDL has the same expressive power as the fragment of
µML in which the formula construction µx.ϕ is allowed only if ϕ is completely additive with
respect to x. More precisely, define the set µA ML of formulas by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= q | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | haiϕ | µq.ϕ0 ,
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where q is an arbitrary proposition letter, and ϕ0 belongs to the fragment µMLA
q ∩ µA ML. Then
there are inductive, truth-preserving translations from PDL to µA ML and vice versa [12].
Remark 9.11. Hollenberg’s characterization [30] of the fully additive fragment4 of the
modal µ-calculus has a strong connection with propositional dynamic logic as well. He
defines the sets of extended µ-formulas ϕ and so-called µ-programs π by the following
simultaneous induction (again we take a poly-modal perspective):
ϕ ::= q | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | hπiϕ | µq.ϕ
π ::= a | ϕ? | π + π | π; π | π ∗ ,
where q is an arbitrary propositional variable, and a is an atomic program; in µq.ϕ, q may
only occur positively in ϕ. Hollenberg proves that a formula ξ is fully additive in p iff ξ is
equivalent to a formula of the form hπip, where π is a p-free µ-program.
Comparing Hollenberg’s result to ours, while his characterization is clearly well-suited
to find the safe fragment of monadic second-order logic, our result has the advantage of
directly providing a characterizing fragment inside the modal µ-calculus. But in any case,
there are direct translations between our fragment and Hollenberg’s.
From Hollenberg’s fragment to ours, by a simultaneous induction on formulas and
programs one may define a translation (·)τ mapping a formula ϕ in Hollenberg’s language to
a formula ϕτ ∈ µML, and, for each µ-program π, a function fπ : µML → µML, in such a way
that fπ restricts to the fragment µMLFP if π is P -free. Some key clauses in this definition are
(hπiϕ)τ := fπ (ϕτ ), fψ? (ϕ) := ψ ∧ ϕ, and fπ∗ (ϕ) := µx.ϕ ∨ fπ (x), where x is a fresh variable.
Conversely, by a straightforward formula induction one may provide, for each formula
ξ ∈ µMLFP , a collection {πp | p ∈ P } of P -free µ-programs such that
_
ξ ≡ {hπp ip | p ∈ P }.
The key induction step here is for
W a formula of the form µx.ξ, where we may infer from the
above equivalence that µx.ξ ≡ {hπx∗ ; πp ip | p ∈ P \ {x}}.
We refrain from giving more details here, referring the interested reader to section 3 of
Carreiro & Venema [12], where very similar translations between PDL and µF ML are defined
(cf. Remark 9.10), or to Carreiro [9].
Remark 9.12. As another variation of the properties of full and complete additivity, a
formula ξ ∈ µML is finitely additive in p ∈ X if, for every Kripke model S,
[  [n
o
ξpS
X =
ξpS (X) | X ∈ X ,
for any finite collection X of subsets of S. This condition can be equivalently expressed by
requiring that the formula ξ is both additive (ξ(p ∨ p0 ) ≡ ξ(p) ∨ ξ(p0 )) and normal (ξ(⊥) ≡ ⊥)
in p. In the case of basic modal logic, the two properties can be shown to be equivalent
(through a straightforward argument based on finite trees of depth not exceeding the modal
depth of ξ), but this is not so in the case of the modal µ-calculus. For instance, consider the
formula νy.µx.(p ∧ 3y) ∨ 3x, expressing the existence of an infinite path, starting at the
current state, where p holds infinitely often. It is easy to see that this formula is finitely but
neither fully nor completely additive in p.
We leave it as an open problem to characterize the finitely p-additive fragment of µML.
4

Note that Hollenberg’s terminology clashes with ours: what he calls ‘completely additive’ is what we call
‘fully additive’.
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10. Conclusions
We finish the paper with drawing some conclusions, listing some issues for discussion, and
suggesting some questions for further research.
This paper contributes to the theory of the modal µ-calculus by proving some modeltheoretic results. For a number of semantic properties pertaining to formulas of the modal
µ-calculus, we provided a corresponding syntactic fragment, showing that a µ-formula ξ has
the given property iff it is equivalent to a formula ξ 0 in the corresponding fragment. Since
this formula ξ 0 will always be effectively obtainable from ξ, as a corollary, for each of the
properties under discussion, we prove that it is decidable in elementary time whether a given
µ-calculus formula has the property or not.
The properties that we study have in common that they all concern the dependence of
the truth of the formula at stake, on a single proposition letter p. In each case the semantic
condition on ξ will be that ξ, if true at a certain state in a certain model, will remain true if
we restrict the set of states where p holds, to a special subset of the state space. Important
examples include the properties of full additivity and continuity, where the special subsets
are the singletons and the finite sets, respectively.
Our proofs for these characterization results are fairly uniform in nature, employing
the well-known correspondence between formulas of the modal µ-calculus, and modal
automata. In fact, the effectively defined maps on formulas are induced by rather simple
transformations on modal automata, based on composing a bipartite automaton A0 from an
arbitrary (disjunctive) automaton A, where the final part of A consists of the automaton
A⊥ and its initial part of another modification of A. This modification is always obtained
by applying a straightforward one-step translation to the transition map of A, by redefining
its priority map, or by a combination of these operations.
Discussion.
(1) As mentioned in the introduction, pure logic-based proofs for our results are possible in
almost all cases — the exception being the single-branch property where we only have
automata-theoretic proofs. In fact, logic-based proofs were given in the dissertation of
the first author [24]. The main advantage of the automata-theoretic approach is that it
allows for transparant and uniform proofs based on simple transformations of automata.
In any case, the difference between the two approaches should not be exaggerated.
Recall that the particular shape of our automata is logic-based: the transition map of
our structures uses so-called one-step formulas, and many of our proofs are based on
semantic properties of and syntactic manipulations on these very simple modal formulas.
In some sense then, our paper is also a contribution to the model theory of modal
automata.
(2) As mentioned in the introduction we have not undertaken an in-depth study of the
computational complexity of the various problems of which we established the decidability.
It should be clear that the algorithms that we have presented here are not optimal. In
particular, in order to find out whether a formula ξ has, say, the finite width property, it
is not needed to compute its translation ξ W : it suffices to check whether the initialized
automata Dhdξ i and DW
ξ hdξ i are equivalent. To obtain a good upper bound here, one
should know the exact size and weight of the automaton Dξ in terms of the size |ξ| of ξ.
Fact 3.14(ii) gives a doubly exponential weight for Dξ , but we conjecture that a tighter
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bound is possible. We leave this, and other complexity-theoretic matters, as questions
for further research.
(3) There are some variations of our results that are not hard to prove. To start with,
all characterization results (and their proofs) can be easily restricted to the setting of
basic (i.e., fixpoint-free) modal logic. For instance, if we define the fragment MLC
p by the
following grammar:
ϕ ::= p | ψ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | 3ϕ
where ψ ∈ µML(X \ {p}) is a p-free formula, then we can show that our map (·)C maps
formulas in ML to MLC
p . As a result we find that a basic modal logic formula ξ is continuous
in p iff ξ ≡ ξ C , so that MLC
p characterizes continuity-in-p for basic modal logic.
(4) Recall that in the presentation of the language µML (as in Definition 2.13), the standard
restriction on the occurrence of the least fixpoint operator µx is that it can be applied
only to formulas that are positive in x, i.e., belong to the language µMLM
x . We get
interesting logics by restricting the application of µ-operators even further. This applies
in particular to the fragments µMLD , µMLC and µMLA discussed in this paper. For
Q ∈ {D, C, A}, let µQ ML be the version of the modal µ-calculus of which the formulas
are given by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | 3ϕ | µx.ϕ0 ,

(10.1)

where p is a propositional variable, and the formation of the formula µx.ϕ is subject to
the constraint that the formula ϕ0 belongs to the fragment µMLQ
x . We already saw in
Remark 9.10 that the language µA ML is effectively equivalent to PDL. It is not hard to
prove that the logic µD ML is effectively equivalent to the alternation-free fragment of the
modal µ-calculus, whereas it seems that the logic µC ML has not been used or studied
much (although it was mentioned under the name ‘ω-µ-calculus’ by van Benthem [5], and
it is related, and perhaps equivalent in expressive power, to the logic CPDL of concurrent
propositional dynamic logic, cf. Carreiro [9, section 3.2] for more information).
These logics become particularly interesting in the light of the Janin-Walukiewicz
Theorem [32]. Recall that this result states that the modal µ-calculus is the bisimulationinvariant fragment of monadic second-order logic (MSO), in brief: µML ≡ MSO/↔. For
each of the logics µQ ML, with Q ∈ {D, C, A} we can prove the following version of this
result:
µQ ML ≡ MSOQ /↔,
where MSOQ is a variant of MSO where we quantify over a restricted collection PQ (S) of
subsets of the model S. More specifically, PD (S) consists of the so-called noetherian sets
of a Kripke model [22], PC (S) is the collection of finite subsets of S [11] (so that MSOD
is weak monadic second-order logic), and PA (S) is the set of so-called generalized finite
chains in S [10].
(5) In section 2 we proved a strengthened version of the Lyndon Theorem for the modal
µ-calculus proved by D’Agostino and Hollenberg [16]. In the same vein as the other
results in this paper, we can also strengthen their Los-Tarski Theorem.
We say that a formula ξ ∈ µML is preserved under substructures if S, s ξ implies
S0 , s ξ, whenever S0 is a substructure of S (in the standard model-theoretic sense).
D’Agostino and Hollenberg proved that a µ-formula ξ is preserved under substructures
iff it is equivalent to a universal formula, that is, a formula in the 3-free fragment µMLU
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given by the following grammar:
ϕ ::= q | ¬q | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | 2ϕ | µx.ϕ | νx.ϕ.
We can reprove this result by our means; given a disjunctive automaton D = (D, Θ, Ω),
define the automaton DU = (D, ΘU , Ω) where
ΘU is given by the one-step translation
W
U
based on the clause (π • ∇B) := π ∧ 2 B. One may then show that an initialized
disjunctive automaton Dhdi is preserved under taking substructures iff Dhdi ≡ DU hdi.
From this the result of D’Agostino and Hollenberg easily follows, and as a bonus we
find that it is decidable in elementary time whether a given formula ξ ∈ µML has this
property.
Questions. Finally, we mention some open problems for further research.
(1) It would be interesting to find out the exact complexity of the problems discussed in
this paper. This would include establishing suitable lower bounds.
(2) As mentioned in the section on continuity, it would be good to know whether the
µ-calculus formulas that are constructive in p admit a good syntactic characterization.
In particular, we would like to clarify the connection between the notions of continuity
and constructivity. Can we find, for any formula ξ ∈ µML which is constructive in p, a
continuous formula ψ such that µp.ξ ≡ µp.ψ?
(3) Similarly, we would be curious to see a syntactic characterization of the finitely p-additive
fragment of the modal µ-calculus (cf. Remark 9.12).
(4) While, as already mentioned, some variations of our results are easy to obtain, there are
some interesting variations of the problems considered here as well. For instance, it is
not so clear how to adapt our characterisation results to other fixpoint logics like PDL or
CTL. A second direction to take here would be to look for coalgebraic generalisations of
our results. In recent years it has been shown that many results on the modal µ-calculus,
including the link with automata theory, can be generalized to the far wider setting of
coalgebraic modal logic [36, 14, 25, 20].
(5) As a variation of Theorem 8.6, Gouveia and Santocanale [27] recently gave a characterization of the set of µML-formulas that are ℵ1 -continuous in a fixed proposition letter p.
It would be interesting to relate their approach to ours.
(6) Not directly related to the results in this paper, but in our opinion one of the most
interesting open model-theoretic problems concerning the modal µ-calculus is whether
µML admits a natural abstract characterization in the form of a Lindström theorem.
Going back to de Rijke [42], there are various Lindström-type characterizations of basic
modal logic (see for instance [6, 41, 37, 19]) but to the best of our knowledge no abstract
characterizations of fixpoint logics have been established yet.
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